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The 'Summer - Puppetry Caravan
arrives in Murrayon Monday, July-16;
for a- Week-long Series of performances
and workshops at the Calloway County
Public Library.
The Caravan, making its 10th sum-
mer tour, is comprised of four students
and a director from Berea College, Ky.
Three hand puppet shows, two
marionette shows, and a special
shadow puppet show are the traveling
stock this summer from -a total
repertoire of fifteen shows.
A Puppetry Workshop also will be
held each morning for five days from
9:30 to 12:00, July 16 through the 21st.
The workshop involves members of the
community, both adults and children,
in constructing puppets and producing
a show to be given on the last Workshop
day. People may register for the free
workshop by calling or stopping by the
library. A limit of 60 people will be
accepted on a first-come, first-served
basis.
The Caravan has scheduled "Punch
and Judy," the centuries-old hand
puppet show which features audience
participation. The unpredictable nature
and variety of this show make no two
alike. "The Dragon's Ordeal" stars a
real fire-breathing dragon who gives a
hot-foot to a bumbling knight, and
delight to-the audience.
Marionette shows, the special pride
of the Caravan, are "Dwarf Long
Nose" and "Green Gourd." These
productions exhibit the, skill and
delicacy of the puppeteers' art. Usually
the marionette casts are larger and the
stories more complicated, lasting
approximately forty minutes.
A special feature this year is the
shadow puppet Show. Shadow puppetry
is an exciting and magical form of
traditional puppetry. A specially
designed addition to the troup's stage
allows for the perforrniffice of this tale
which unfolds like a large brilliantly-
colored picture-book in motion with
figures dancing across the page. Dates
for the public performances will be
announced later and They will be
presented in the library reading garden
and the library auditorium.
The Summer Puppetry Caravan was
originated and is directed by Neil Di
Teresa, Associate Professor of Art at
Berea C011ege. Student puppeteers for
the toursire Julia Weatherford, a junior
Art Major from Berea; Nick Miller, a
graduate of Berea College from Dilly's
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Nursing major from Bell Countyricy,,
and Mark Mueller, a junior Classies-----
major from Pittsburg, Calif.
The Caravan, begun with cooperation
and funding from Berea College and the
Rockefeller Foundation, and subsidized
this summer with a grant from The
National Endowment for the Arts, is a
non-profit program. The Public Library
is being funded for the workshop
through a "special projects grant"
given by the Department of Library
and Archives with the cooperation of
Murray State University.
"As not much in the art of puppetry
has been offered in Western Kentucky,
we are pleased to be able to offer this
workshop which should appeal to. those
working with Senior Citizens, youth
groups, educational institutions, and
many other groups where com-
munications are involved," said
Margaret Trevathan, librarian.
k
City School Board To
Hold Special Called
Meeting Thursday
A special called meeting of the
Murray Independent Board of
Education will be held at 5:30 p.m.
Thursday, July 5, at the board office
building.
The agenda for the meeting includes
the consideration of the tax rate for the
school year 1979-80, a review of the







MAYCOMB, ALABAMA, 1935 — Scout Finch, (Kelly Howell), the central
character in Harper Lee's Pulitzer Prize winning novel, 'TO KILL A
MOCKINGBIRD, deals with young Wally Cunningham, (Russ McCutcheon),
after he calls her lawyer father names for defending a black man wrongly
accused of attacking a white girl. The Finch housekeeper, Calpurnia, (Joyce
McCaulley), stands by ready to break up the fight. The story can be seen on
stage this Thursday, Friday and Saturday, each evening at 8:00 P.M., in the
New City-County ,Park TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD' is the second
PLAYHOUSE IN THE PARK Production of the Community Theatre's summer
season and enjoyed near-capacib crowds when it opened last weekend.
For more information about the production that will close this weekend or
about the upcoming production, 'PETER PAN,' call the Community Theatre
at 759-1752.
Of Tax Collections The Past Year s
State Will Meet fund Estimate
SlllAssociateds Writer
FRANKFORT, y(AP)— You can
make a case either for signs of
prosperity or recession in the
preliminary estimates of state tax
collections the past year.
Revenue Commissioner Maurice
Carpenter says the state will meet its
estimate on the general fund, which
finances most state operations and
services.
And coal tax receipts have bounced
back after a long slump. Last May,
collections from the severance tax were
the highest in any month since the levy
r • •




Yet, receipts from the 5-cent sales
and use tax, traglitionally a key
economic barometer in Kentucky, have
been sliding proportionately and will
not reach, estimates for the year.
And, just as Kentuckians are not
buying as many goods as anticipated,
they also are holding off on automobile
purchases, which is reflected in
declining collections from the 5-cent
motor vehicle usage tax.
All in all, Carpenter said Monday, the
state will obtain the $1.670 million for
the general fund which was predicted











ACCIIIENT — An early morning wreck today at the intersection of U. S. 641 and Highway 1346 sent two men to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Robert Cooper, 22, Route 5, Benton, and Orvin Hutson, 54, 806 Minerva, were
treated and released, according to a hospital spokesman. Cooper was riding southbound on U.S. 641 with his father
when a mail truck stopped to turn left on 1346, the elder Cooper said. When he stopped, the Hutson vehicle
(above) collided with the Cooper truck, according to reports. StaH Photo iv Mall Sanders
special legislative session last
February.
, The precise data on tax collections
for fiscal 1978-79, the year which ended
last Saturday, won't be available for •
about two weeks, Carpenter said.
He said the brightest area, and at the
same time the biggest mystery, is the
upsurge in severance tax collections.
Fiscal officials told • legislators
months ago that the state would be
lucky to obtain $133 million for the year
from that tax because of a coal strike
and severe weather the previous
winter.
Combined with a declining market in
_mot coal prices, the outlook for coal tax
Venue looked bleak.
Nonetheless, Carpenter said, the final
figure on collections will be as much as
$6 million over the estimate.
"Yet everyone in the coal industry
has been singing the blues," he said.
"The reason for. the gain is unex-
plainable right now."
Most coal tax receipts go into the
general fund, but some are used to build
and maintain coal roads.
Carpenter said the general sales tax
is going to yield as much as $10 million
less than expected.
He said the reason is obvious:
"people are not buying in the last three.
months as they have been."
Individual income taxes will reacts-
about $5 Million atieve the estimate,
Carpenter said, "because everyone has
got an.increase in salary and we get a
pefCentage of that."
Corporation income taxes are the
incst difficult to estimate, since
businesses indulge in complex ac-
counting and depreciation practices.
The revenue commissioner said his
guess is that the anticipated receipts
will fall slightly short.
The same holds true for the road
fund, which Carpenter said could drop
$5 million below predictions.
The motor vehicle usage tax is part of
the road fund and so is the fixed 9-cent
per gallon state tax. Carpenter said it
appears there has been a recent decline
in travel in Kentucky, which means the
state obtained less in gas levies. •
Will Benefit Humane Society
Artist To Sell
Prints Of Work
West Kentucky artist Ken Holland
will unveil his newest painting at 10:30
a.m. Monday, July 9, during a press
conference at the Calloway County
Public Library. The painting was
commissioned by the Humane Society
of Calloway County.
The public is invited to attend the
press conference-reception to be held
from 10 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at the library
during which time the artist will per-
sonalize all prints purchased.
The sale of prints will benefit the
Humane Society. The painting is one of
more than 500 original paintings done
by Holland. All are copyrighted. - -
A native of western Kentucky,
Holland and his wife Bethel maintain a
studio five miles west of Benton. They
travel to one-man shows and art
exhibits throughout the country. His
prints are shipped t6 39 states 'and to
Canada and Japan.
Holland studied commercial art for
two years at Art Instructions Inc. is
Minneapolis. However, he found that
instead of commercial art, he wanted to
paint the "things that mean something
to people,"
Holland is often asked about the tiny
little mouse that appears in the corner
of all his paintings. He created the
mouse when he was a boy. The question
mark over the mouse's head indicated
that he was trying to figure out what
Holland had drawn.
Later in life, Holland became a sign
painter and painted the mouse with his
name at the bottom of his signs. After a
few years, he decided to drop the little
mouse from his work but his customers
refused to pay him until the' mouse
appeared on the sign.
A few years ago, Holland began to`,
paint serious art and the little mouse
moved up in society. Once again,-----NoveMber.
Helfand tried tO drop the mouse, but
without success for as Holland's fame
grew, so grew the little mouse. It has
•
Ken Holland
now become a well-known trademark




In the June 23 town meeting at the
Hazel Community Center, an ex-
planation of the guide lines for
qualification to participate in the
housing rehabilitation program was
given by Larry Wilson, program
director.
He added 34 applications had been
approved to date.
Mayor Joe Thompson outlined the
inadequacies of the present sewer and
water system. He pointed out it does not
meet health department standards and
must be improved.
J. Robert Taylor, chairman of the
South 641 Water District, covered-the
improvements that are included in the
proposal and urged citizens to vote
favorably on tht_s_eferenchun . in
The project will involve more than $1
million, of which 75 percent is from
federal grant.
NEW DOLLAR AND OLD QUARTER —The Susan B. Anthony dollar coin,
which made its national debut Monday, is only a bit larger than the quarter.
Officials at the local banks said today that many persons were coming in
and asking to trade a dollar bill for a new dollar coin. Nationwide the
public seems to be welcoming it although it is as yet uncertain whether
Americans want the coin as a souvenir or as common currency. The
Bureau of the Mint manufactured half a billion of the coins and is minting
more at the rate of 80 million a month. The new dollar bears the profile of
Miss Anthony who devoted most of her life to crusading for the vote of




ABERDEEN, Miss. (AP) —
Opponents of the Tennessee-Tombigbee
Waterway accused the goverment
Monday of trying to delay further
hearings 111 their suit against the
project.
The charges were contained in a
document filed in U.S. District Court. It
follows a memo filed June 25 in which
the U.S Justice Department opposed a
speedier hearing of remaining issues in
the suit.
The project would link the Tennessee
River with the Gulf of Mexico via the
Tombigbee River.
A coalition of environmentalists and
the Louisville & Nashville Railroad
c.lairned its rights would be violated by
the delay because construction is
continuing while the matter remains
dormant in the court. About $902 million
In work is now under contract, and
another $144 million has been com-
pleted, the document said.
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Partly cloudy -tordight and
Wednesday. Very warm and
humid With shattered showers
and thunderstorms throughout
the period. Highs Wednesday
near 90. Lows tonight in the 1(ISv
70s.
Winds, south to southeast at 5 to
10 mph tonight. Rain chances are
40 percent tonight and Wed-
nesday.
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HEALTH Keep your health,
Lawrence E Lamb. M D
DEAR DR. LAMB I
would like for you to tell me
how to lose some weight. I'm
a young man and I weigh Z40 
pounds. I've been running,
not constantly, but I do a lot
of exercise and I still can't
lose weight.
DEAR READER — Un-
less you're very, very tall
You do indeed have a major
weight problem. I - think,
when-a person has a 'really
exceisive weight peal-item he
simply has to be under medi-
cal supervision to eliminate
It. There are too many
things that can go wrong
with excessively restrictive
diets or if a person gets too
compulsive 'about losing
weight and eats the wrong
foods. Finally, -there's the
motivation factor of having
someone supervise your pro-
gram regularly and keep
you on it.
I don't know that it's absoz
lately necessary that you
rim every day but I would
certainly like to see you
deVelop a walking, program
every day. If you could just
walk an hour a day it would
help you a lot.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 4-7.
Weight Losing Diet, which
you can use as a guide to a
balanced diet for your pro-
gram. Other readers who
-want this issue can send 50
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for
it Send your request to me
in care of this newspaper,
P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, NY
10019. If you can just restrict
your calories enough and
Walk enough or do enough
other exercise to lose a
pound a week an then be
patient, eventually yod will
lose your weight without los-
ing your health.
It's not difficult for doc-
tors to cause people to lose
;weight. The real problem is
losing weight and keeping
your health. You can wash a
lot of water out of the body
with pills or even by certain
diet fads, but that doesn't
eliminate fat and it can
dehydrate the body and
cause problems. It can wilt
the body just like a lack of
water can wilt a plant. The
trick is to lose weight safely
which usually means slowly.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I was
told I have some calcifica-
tion in the aortic knob. My
doctor didn't explain this to
me. What is this and is it
-
tonite's










NEW YORK (AP) — At least
one book of the Bible had been
published by the end of 1978 in
1,660 of the world's languages
and distinct dialects, according
  to the American Bible Society.
too
serious and what can be
done? fs it a heart condi-
tion? All I was told is that at
my age it's not surprising. I
am 62.
DEAR READER — We
have one large artery that
carries all the oxygenated
blood from the left side of
the heart to the rest of the
body. This artery originates
Arum the heart and is called
the aorta. It's a very large
artery. It goes-upward from
the heart toward your neck.
It then makes a U-turn and
goes down along your spine.
Eventually, when it gets
nearer the bottom of the
abdominal cavity, it divides
into two main branches to go
to each of your legs.
The place where the aorta
makes a U-turn looks on an
X ray like a knob. That's
why • it's called the aortic
knob. Your doctor is telling
you that you have calcifica-
tions in the wall of your
aorta in that area.
Such calcifications are re-
lated to the overall process.
of atherosclerosis — the de-
posit of fatty-cholesterol
material. As long as the
changes are just in the wall
of a-very large artery, they
do not cause any significant
problems. It's when such
changes occur in the small
arteries, like those to the
heart muscle, that you get
into difficulties,. .
Broach Home Scene Of Ruth Wilson Meeting
The. . Ruth WiLson Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church Women held its






By MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS- 
Have you ever been awake
at daybreak and heard a
Mockingbird singing from the
top of a tall tree" It is a moat
delightful sound and an
uplifting experience He sings
with such fervor as if he is too
happy to keep it all inside
and has to tell the world about
it. I was tempted to join him
in song out at the door in the
fresh morning air The world
is so lovely at that time of day
and I started my day with a
smile.
Did you ever see anything
grow as fast as the grass.
unless it is the weeds"! The
combination of rain and hot
weather is all that is needed,
atxj you almost have to chase
them down with the fawn
mower. But other plants are
Mrs. Carroll's Home Is
Scene gfClass Meetiv
The Willing Workers Sunday
School Class of Sinking Spring
Baptist Church held its
meeting in the home of
Carolyn Carroll, on _Tuesday,• 
June 19, at 7:30 p.m. with nine
members present.
Ruth Warren opened ..theFor Program Information, Please Call 753-3311_ _ meeting with-prayer, Carolyn
C,arrolf-led the devotion, and
Mary Kathryn Starks,
teacher, led the group in a.1002 Chestmit
No Passes•No Bargain Mite


















Tbe Comedy Hit of'79' '7:20, 9:25
641N 
Central Cll. BARBRA STREISAND RYAN O'NEAL
 MIR 41WPIEVEirr
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discussion On Women of the
Bible.
Patsy Neale, president,
presided at the business
session and closed the meeting
with prayer.
Members present not
mentioned were Linda Roach?
Nancy Bogard, Mary Turrietl.'






 Frances Drake .410
FOR WEDNESDAY, JULY 4,1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? ToTindeut what,
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 191T
Too many irons in the fire
-can diminish good times.
• Attend to an important task
despite distractions. Self-
indulgence likely in the p.m.
TAURUS
) Apr. 20 to May 20)
Avoid lavish expenditures
or entertainments. Your best
•_ bet is to stick to routine.
ta pleasures. Solidify, existing
romantic ties.
(May 21 to "June 20)1'44-
GEMINI
Don't be neglectful of
health. Follow usual health
regimen. Otherwise, you may
be beset with ailments. Avoid
careless speech.
CANCER
June 21 to July 22)
The pursuit of happiness
could -lead to extravagant
expenditure: Serious talks























(July 23 to Aug. 22
Stick with essentials and
you'll have just what you
need. Extra expenditures are
not likely to be worth the effort
or the cost.
VIRGO in, kJ'Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) -",
A cautious approach is best
Don't make promises that you
can't fulfill. Know when to say
"no." Be reserved in speech.
LIBRA 
-lL(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 )
Don't be baited by a friend
to spend more than you can
aftorci„The_first extravagance
is likely to be followed by yet
another.
SCORPIO
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)nvet-
Stick with some old friends.
They'll know how to keep you
from cvermagnifying your
joys and sorrows. Refrain
from boasting.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. n to Dec. 21) 3,e
Escape routes from
problems seem to be blocked.
A little self-analysis gets to the
heart of the question and to
peace of mind!
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Vi
Don't get involved in
something that goes against
your principles. Shur.
frivolous associates, and don't
get out of your element.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 201a Feb. 1.8)
Wait* business wifti
pleasure is likely to lead to
foolish talk or false ex-
pectations. However, business
gains indicated for the serious
minded.
PISCES "
7( t(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) •
Your holiday could be
spoiled by too much self-
indulgence. A hangover or
overtiredness could occur
away from familiar locales
YOU BORN TODAY are a
hard worker who's wlltrig to
work for constructive results.
In business, you'd make a
good economist, realtor,
contractor, or architect. You
find if quite easy to gravitate
to your proper niche in a
corporation, but your greatest
success comes when you
devote your work to the
realization of an ideal. Your
sensitivity makes you talented
in the. fields of art, music,
sculpture, playwrighting. and
acting. You have a special gift
for teaching and are aLgo
drawn to politics and public
service. Itirthdate of: Neil
Simon, playwright; Louis
Armstrong, jazz great; and
Calvin Coolidge, U.S.
president.
growing too. So far, rain and
sunshine have been pretty
evenly balanced Let us hope
it continues during t uly and
August. the months that are
the hardest on flowers, if it is.
very. dry.
One old-fashioned flower
that has been changed and
improved by hybridizers is
the Celosiii, or better known
in the old days as Cockscomb
I was reading a most in-
teresting article in a garden
magazine and the pictures
that accompanied it were
almost unbelievably at-
-tractive. The modern sort is a
far cry from the old stiff
spikes of a dark red color
Now they come in white,
yellow, pink and even
variegated. They are soft and
feathery and would Make a
fine addition to any bouquet.
I always admire.d the
people who are irgerested in
bybridizinu With  _Abair_
irriokIedie— and persistent
efforts, they have evolved
some of the loveliest of new
creations. Not only have they
Improved the appearance of a
flower, but have added
hardiness and have increased
the sweet scent of many oi
them Each year new plants
are announced, making such
a wealth of beauty that it is -
hard to decide which kind to
buy And I usually wind up
getting more than I should, or
eN,-en have room for, because I
can't make up my mind
which ones are prettiest.
Every &rale-reit& edit-
tinues to use the three magic
words for the summer —
cultivate, mulch and water —
and they will bear repitition
T'ese three activities are the
11e savers for shrubs and
eaters during the remainder
of de hot months. Cultivation
to aerate the soil. Mulch to
keep out the heat and keep
down a eeds, and plenty of
wa:er It is an unbeatable
team and will mean so much
when the cold weather and
icy rains come later These
are two busy months for t,he
gardner
of Miss Beth Broach on June
13 at 7:30 p.m. with Mrs. June
Whitford as co-hostess.,
The program was presented
by Mrs. Pat Keisbw on
"Making Decisions." She
included the group by
presenting questions for
discussion.
The devotion was given by
Mrs. Murrelle Ryan. She used
a poem "Fret not Thyself" by
J Henry Chitwood.
Mrs. Barbara Erwin,
chairman, presided at the
meeting.
The July meeting will be
held at the church with Mrs
Helen Hodges as guest
speaker.
Refreshments of home
made ice cream and cake
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• if _Parents Pay,
They Have a Say
By Abigail Van Buren
Ch,cago Tfd)unaltLY. Nava Sod Inc
DEAR'ABBY: The parents of an 18-year-old girl wrote:
"Dear Abby: Our daughter has graduated from high
school and has steady employment, so now she says she can
do as she pleases. She is living at home (free), but she doesn't
care what anybody thinks about her actions.
Her 'old-fashioned' parents want to know if we have the
right to set some rules for her. We have asked her to be
home by I a.m. when she goes out on a date. (She's been com-
ing home anywhere from 2 a.m. to 4:30.1 When we object to
her going to her boyfriend's apartment to watch TV for an
evening, she says We have 'dirty minds'.
She tells us if we don't 'get off her back' she will move out
and rent with girlfriends. Of course, she is trying to assert
her independence, but we think she's-Overdoink it. Please
give us bewildered parents same guidelines.
Bewildered"
Your reply:
:"Dear Bewildered: Tell your daughter to sit down with a
pe_nciLand _paper 'and figure out exactly how 'independent'
she is. Advise 11er-7-1h-, it when she is abteTo supportherselt
entirely —and that means pay for her room, board, clOthes,
transportation. entrkainment, travel, doctor, dentist and in-
surance then slfe-may live where she chooses, and by her
own rules. But asiong as she lives with you, ;he will have to
live by yours."
Abby, I strongly disagree with your advice. It is just this
sort of thinking that is tearing families apart.
I+ is very-, clear that, to live .at home, mast young people
with strict parents must remain celibate — which also means
they must leave home to have normal sex lives. We, no
longer live in an age where people wait for marriage to en
joy sex: modern contraceptives have removed the original
reason for this thinking. We now have parents who still cling
to old-fashioned standards —and try to force them on their
grown children— well past the point where they make any
sense. '
Given the choice of staying home and following their
parents' rules or moving out, most children leave as soon as
-they're financially able.- And from what I've seen, most
parents are always sad to see them go.
My advice to most parents would be: "If you want to keep
your children horn., loosen up a little bit. Make them share
some responsibilities at home (financial ot- whatever), ask
that they consider your feelings, but allow them to function
as adults.
ELLEN B. IN BROOKLYN
DEAR ELLEN: You ask parents to "loosen up a little bit"
In order to keep their children from moving out. How
"loose"? Loose enough to say nothing when their kids stay
out all night, or bring a date home for the night or weekend?
Most parents (including this one) can't accept that kind of
behavior.
The privilege of 11% ing by one's own rules is for mature, in-
dependent people. And mature people support themselves.
Please re-read my answer above.
Getting married? Whether you want a formal church
wedding or a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send $I and a long, stamped (28 cents) self-addressed
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
Miss Hiter Wed -
To Mr. Hooks
11r. and Mrs. Tommyllays Hooks
Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Murray.Filter of Benton Route Four 
announce the marriage of 
The weddind.was attended
their youngest daughter, 
by family members and close
friends.Mary Elizabeth to Tommy The new bride has beenHays Hooks, eldest son of Mr. teaching school at the Potterand Mrs. Bud Hooks of 312 N. 
6th St., Murray. 
Home School in Bowling
The double ring ceremony, 
Green. Mr. Hooks is a finance
specialist in the U.S. Army,performed by Brother Mike 
Tune, minister of the East Campbell
stationed at Ft.11.
Wood Church of Christ, Paris,
Tenn. was solemnized at 7:30 home in 
couple is making their
np.m. on Saturday, June 2, in 
Clarksville, Tenn.
the livingroom of the
University Christian Student
Center, 1403 Olive Blvd.,
Murray. The UCSC was the




The bride descended the
entryway stairs where she
was met by her groom and
escorted by him into the
livingroom. The ceremony
was conducted in front of the
fireplace„ the.rpantle of which
was adorned with yellow
candles in copper holders,
surrounded by magnolia
blossoms. The hearth was
fastooned with magnolia
blossoms, honeysuckle, wild
daisys and other assorted wild
flowers.
• The bride was attired in a
short sleeved, floor length
dress of white eyelet em-
broidery. Her hair . was
crowned with white silk
daisies, a yellow silk rosebud
and other small silk flowers.




Miss Ann Tutt of Murray
and fiancee to the bride's
youngcr brother, was in at-
tendance as maid of honor.
She wore a sleeveless, off the
shoulder, floor length dress of
yellow eyelet embroidery. Her
hair was adorned with srnalr
silk flowers. She carried a silk
bouquet of a single large
yellow carnation and two each
of white daisies and rosebuds.
The groom's best man was














Men's Jackets & Pants




Reduced lip To 70% Off Regular Price
PARKER'S
UNIFORM & MATERNITY FASHIONS
MAYFIELD SNOPPING PLAZA - PN. (502) 247-1441
lours: 11:30-5:00 p.m. Non.-Sat. 1:301:00 p.m. Friday
MAYFIELD, KY.
Local Agent Sasse
—Find Proper Shelter When Thunderstorm Threatens





more people in the United
States than either tornadoes,
floods or hurricanes many are
not aware of the danger of
thunderstorms.
Lightening deaths may not
attract the national attention
of floods, hurricanes and
tornadoes, but according to
the National Weather Service
for a ten year period of 1968
1977, there were 22 deaths and
86 injuries reported in Ken-
tucky alone.
You don't need an official
warning to know that a
thunderstorm is approaching.
In almost all cases, you can
see the towering thun-
derstorm ahead and oc-
casional flashes of lightening.
When a thunderstorm
threatens the most important
single thing to do is to get
inside a large building °Cart
enclosed truck or car.
Many outdoor recreationists




stand on a hilltop, in an open
field or on-the beach, and don't
fish from a small boat.
Open water should be
avoided, and those caught in
the rain should stand away
from metal vehicles, fences,
pipes, rails and other metallic
paths that could carry
enclosed metal automobile is
an excellent lightening
shelter. Even if the car is
struck, the current is
discharged harmlessly to the
ground.
Those who are in the vicinity
of a thunderstorm can avoid
death or injury from
lightening by taking a few
precautions.
Those indooriiheilId avoid
using the telephone, except in
cases of emergency. Don't
take a shower, since metal
objects like plumbing fixtures
should be avoided. Avoid
electrical appliances, TV sets,
and open doors and windows,
too. When it's impossible to
reach safety, do not stand
under a natural lightening
rod, such as a large tree in an
open field.
If you're
lightening from some distance
away.
In a forest, it's best to seek
shelter in a low area under a
thick growth of trees. If you
are isolated in a level field or
prairie and feel your hair
stand on end, this is an in-
dication that lightening is
about to strike. In this case,
you drop to your knees, bend
forward and put your hands on
your knees. This position
minimizes the chances of
lightening using your body as
a conductor.
Many people who are ap-
parent/y killed by lightening
can be revived if quick action
is taken.
First aid should be given to
those not breathing within





can follow the basic CPR
procedure in trying to revive
the victim.
*
Galaxies, like the stars in
them, form clusters:
•
KING'S DEN Bet-Air Center
Summer Clearance
Sale
40 To 61r/ Off s\e"
Summer Clearance Sale
Sale Starts 10 A. M. Thursday
CHILDREN'S FASHIONS
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Boys & Girls
Beach Hats 1/2 Price]
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‘31.4 COMMUNITY
CAT  A E N D A R
Tuesday. July 3
Gladys Williamson Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet at the home of Gail
Turner at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the lodge hall at 7
p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.
Lakeside. Singers will
perform at Kenlake State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
`Twilight Cabtfeet group will
perform at Kentucky Dam
Villa  e State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday, July 4
Independence Day. Family
Fun at the Murray Country
Club will include Flag
Tournament with Mr. and
Mrs. M. C. Garrott as
chairmen: children's activity
and pot luck with Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Billington and Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde Adkins in charge:
ladies day golf special play
with Betty LOuTy as hostess.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Lantern
Tour at The Homeplace-1850
at 8:30 p.m.
Murray Ledger & Times will
not publish an edition today in
observance of the Indepen-
dence Day holiday
Murray Postoffice will be
closed today due to the
Independence Day holiday._
Thursday, July 5
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at
the lodge hall.
Calloway County Library
• Board of Tr_ustees is acbr4uled
to-rneet at &p.m. -
Hazel Community Center •
will open at 10 a.m. for Hazel
Senior Citizens with lunch at
11:45 a.m.
Ellis Center will








"Star,Spangled Girl" will be
presented by the Purchase
Area Repertory Theatre at the
Murray State University
Theatre at 8 p.m.
Thursday, July 5
Lakeside Singers will
perform at Lake Barkley
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Twilight Cabaret will
perform At Kentucky Dam
Village State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Balance of
Nature program at Center




Murray Country Club at 9 a.m.
"To Kill A Mockingbird"
will be presented at 8 p.m. by
the- Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre at the
New City-County Pork.
Friday, July6
Golden Age Club•will have a
covered dish luncheon-picnic
at the New City-County Park
at 11:30 a.m. Each is to bring
own plate and silverware and
a dish for the luncheon.
Twilight golf and club
membership social will both
be held at 5:30 p.m. at the
Murray Country Club.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Fiber Craft
for Children, ages 9 to 14, at
Empire Farm from 1 to 4 .
p.m.; Night Visual at Center
Station at 8:30 p.m.
Lakeside Singers will
perform at Kenlake State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Regular performance of
Twilight Cabaret will be at
8:30 pin. at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park.
Purchase Area Repertory
Theatre will present "Star






present "To Kill A Mockingh- •
bird" at 8 p.m. in the City-
County Park.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and. call 753-0929
by 9 a.m. for morning shop-




will be held at Paris Landing
Slate Park at 10 a.m. For
information call 492,8584.
4
Group C Of Ladies
Tennis Plans Play
Thursday, Friday
Pairings for Group C of the
Ladies Tennis of the Murray
Country Club for play on
Thursday and Friday, July 5
and 6, at 9:30 a.m. at the club
courts have been released.
Thursday's lineup Us as
follows:
Court One-Janie Ryan,




Wynn, and Frances Hulse.
Court Three--Betty
Buckingham, Sue. McCoart,
Carol Hibbard, and .Kathy
Newton.
Friday's lineup is as
follows:
Court One-Beverly Spann',
Annie Knight, Nancy Fan-
drich, and Lori Rushing.
Court Two-Janie Ryan,




Norma Frank, and Sandy
Coleman.
Mary Bogard Is Medalist
At Oaks Ladies Golf Play
Mary Bogard was medalist
in the championship flight at
the ladies day golf held
Wednesday, June 27, at the
Oaks Country Club. 
.
A tie for second place was
between Carolyn Caldwell and












winnifig on card. Low piotts
went to Carolyn Caldwell.
First flight winner was
Mable ROgers with Burlene
Brewer and Carita Lamb tied
for. second place and Mrs.
Lamb winning on card.
Virginia Jones had low putts.
Jeannie Morgan won first
place in the second flight with
Patsy ' kale, second, and
Thre James, low putts.
—'Third flight winner was
Carolyn Lane with second
place to Jennifer froUse and
low putts to Sherry Mohon.
Winner of the fourth flight
was Suzanne Oakley with
second place to Hazel Ray and
Low putts to Linda White. '
The ladies day golf will not

















523 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Koury 930 a.m.-5:00 p.m.-Mon. thru Sat.
JOHNSON BOY
Mr. and Mrs. William D.
Johnson of Murray Route .2
are the parents of a baby boy,
David Lee, weighing six
pounds nine ounces,
measuring 19'2 inches, born
on Friday, June 29, at 1:24
p.m' at the Murray-Calloway
, County Hospital.
The father is employed at
Fisher Price Toys of Murray.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Bruce White, Fulton; Hubert
Johnson, Wingo, Mrs. George
larsvi. Jr., Port Charlotte,
Fla., Stid Fred Rudy, Portage.
Ind. Great grandparents are
Mrs. Bonnie Johnson,
Mayfield, and Sig Johnson,
Wingo.
BABliE'TT BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Franklin Barrett, Cottage
Grove, Tenn., are the parents
of a baby boy, John Franklin,
weighing eight pounds four
oances, born on Thur
Jwie 28, at the Henry
General Hospital, Paris,
Tenn.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Barrett and Mr.
and Mrs.. William Darrell
Nance, all of Puryear, Tenn.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Barrett and










Read At Kenlake •
and Mrs. David It King
The wedding of Cindie L. Mathis and David R. King, both of
Murray, was solemnized-in.a cer.e.rP9ny at the Kenlake State
Park on Saturday, June 16, at 6:30 p.m. With Roger Melton
perfortnIng the vows.
Music was provided by Conny tway, violinist, and Bobby
Grisham, guitarist.
The bride was attended by Peggy Willoughby, and the
groom was attended by Steve Willoughby. Jeffrey M. Mathis,
brother of the bride, served as usher.
Mr. and Mrs. King are now residing at 1210 Olive Street,
Murray.
. Parents of the bride are Mr. and Mrs. Burnett Mathis of
_ _Hickory Route 2. The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Billie




Golden Age Club Plans Picnic At
New City-County Park On Friday
, The Golden Age Club will
•MiefTiir*-;-say
a.m. at the New City-County
Park for a covered dish lun-
cheon.
Each person attending must
bring his or her own plate,
• cup, knife, fork, spoon, and a
covered dish for the meal.
Plans for the picnic lun-
cheon were made at the
Joseph G-e-rizen, and a white
elepluirif sale.
Those- attending the June
meeting were Paul Kingins,
Mesdames Mattie Parker,
Katie Overcast. Hildred
iharpe, Autry Lang, Thelma
Nanney, Helen Peebles,
Naoma Schwalm, Ovie Sue
Galloway, Thelma Parker.
arid Lucille Rollins, Messrs
meeting,held June 1 at the and Mesdames Bryon
First Dan. Mears,
Church. A potluck luncheon Xi Se "t `'Itriger' 
was served followed by the Burgoyne, Bill Marose, 0. C.




I BRING THIS COUPON FOR I
• 500 OFF
• ON OUR $10.95 PERSONALITY 111
a  PORTRAIT PACKAGE  ,
PACKAGE INCLUDES:
(1) 8x 10, (3) 5XTS, (15) Wallets, (4) Charms
YOU PAY ONLY 45t DEPOSIT
(Regularly 95)
Balance Due Just $10.00
A Package that fills all your portrait needs with
various poses and backgrounds. Full package
orders only, at a special $10.45 price. A 454 deposit
reserves your package; and _When your portraits
return, you simply pay the balance of $10.00.
Receive complete satisfaction or your deposit
cheerfully refunded. One sitting per subject only.
These Days Oely:
Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
July 3, 4, 5,5, 7
Daily-10 cm.-11
Wednesday 10 a.m.-5 P.m.
700 U.S. Nighway North, NurraY
MI In SI IM
Beverly Gail Paschall Is
Honored At Thurman Home
Miss Beverly Gail Paschall,
July 7th bride-elect of Joe Bill
Fridy, was honored with a
coffee held Saturday morning,
June 23, at the home of Mrs.
Joe Thurman.
Hostesses for the event were
Mrs. Thurman and Mrs. Louis
Kerlick, aunts of the groom-
elect, Mrs. Agnes Thurman,
grandmother of the groom-
elect, and Miss Jane Fridy,
sister of the groom-elect.
The honoree was presented
a gift corsage of daisies and
baby's breath. Her mother,
Mrs. Thomas E. Paschall, and
-the-- groom-elect's mother,
Mrs. Joe Fridy, were
presented roses.
Honored guests were Mrs.
Lonnie Rayburn and Mrs. G.
E. Paschall, grandmothers of
the bride-elect, and Lucretia
Veazy. sister of the bride-
elect.
The refreshment table was
overlaid with an orange cloth
and centered with 'an
arrangement of daisies,
cushion amps, and baby's
breath. Silver and crystal
appointments were used to
serve a large assortment of
party foods, fresh fruits, and
punch.
The hostesses presented
Miss Paschall with the platter
of her chosen pattern of
pottery.
HILL GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. William David
Hill of Murray Route 2 are the
parents of a baby girl, Sum-
mer Dawn. weighing seven
pounds six ounces, born on
Thursday, June 28, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hbspital.
The father is employed at
the General Tire and Rubber
Company, Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Claud Hill of Mayfield
and Mr. anil- Mrs. Homer







10 to 6 p.m.
Famous Name
• SHORTS • T-TOPS





• COORDINATES • SHIRTS
• SUMMER PANTS • BIG TOPS
• BETTER 1-TOPS & LINGERIE
REG TO 2299
Tarrlous_ Name
• 2 PC-. TERRY-SHORTS SETS
• 1 & 2 PC. SWIMSUITS • TERRY
• ROMPERS • SHORT OVERALLS
REG. 10 24
Nationally Advertised
• SUMMER DRESSES,- Junior,
Misses & Halfsizes • LONGS -
• SUMMER SKIRTS & PANTS
REG. TO 3399
• Ben, s Charge • Masses (-harp. • Bans AmessCasd • VISA ,
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Letter To The Editor
M(Brayer Says lhanks
Dear Editor:
During the recent Democratic
primary for Governor, I had the op-
portunity to meet thousands of Ken-
tuckians as I traveled throughout the
state. And even though I was not vic-
torious on May 29th, Mary and I were
blessed with many, many new friends.
For us, that is a victory worth men-
tioning.
I will be forever grateful to all my
friends and supporters for the hard
work and help they gave throughout the
campaign. Because of them, the mood
of our campaign was always one of
confidence and optimism — not simple
optimism about our chances for vic-
tory, but optimism about the future of
Kentucky. Today, despite our loss, our
optimistic attitude remains.
As a private ritlzen,TiiIl continue to
pursue the same goals for Kentucky
that I proposed as a candidate for
public off ice:We im ow that no problem
in Kentucky should escape solution.
Men and women, whether they are
actively involved in government or not,
can help find the answers.- I have every
confidence that the citizens of Kentucky
will not let our leaders fail us.
To my supporters and many friends
throughout Kentucky, Mary and I want
to convey our deepest, heartfelt thanks
for your interest, your hard work and
support, and your ever-present en-
thusiasm. Because of you, we gained






Leopold Godowsky was an insomniac
who, after retiring for the night, would
lie awake for hours, unable to fall
asleep.
His son, who occupied an adjoining
room, experienced no such .difficulty.
He was in slumberland the moment his
head touched the pillow, and he did not
open his eyes until morning, when he
bounced out of bed, refreshed.
One night, when Godowsky was
staring at the ceiling, as usual, he felt
an urge for companionship. Entering
hisson's room, he turned on the light,
slammed the closet door shut and shook
the bed until the youth woke up. Then,
leaning over him, the pianist_inAaired.
solicitously:






SENATOR HOWARD IL MET-
ZENBAUM Ohio ) "...I ern Submitti ng
today ta) newspaper article which
represents editorial opinion throughout
the country on the subject of
deregulation in the trucking industry.. .1
ask that it) be printed in the Recor-
( From the Chkago; 131.,
Sun-Times)
FOR DEREGULATING TRUCKING
Deregulate the airlines, opponents
said, and the Industry -would fly to hell
in a handbasket. Nevertheless, the
airlines and their unions have been
dragged kicking and screaming into
fare and route competition. The
results; better load factors, lower
fares, and record profits for the in-
dustry. Now it is trucking's turn.
Back, at the Justice Department,
antitrust lawyers are busy drafting a
MIL that would repeal a law passed
over President Truman's veto in 1948. It
gave the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission authority to exempt regional
trucking rate bureaus from antitrust
laws. Asa result, trucking firms have
formed a-kind of over-the-road OPEC in
order to fix prices.
Mr. Kahn is now chief administrator
of the Carter administration's wage
and price gUidelines, and is advocating
trucking deregulation. Some of the
regulatory idioces that drive up road
hauling costs and that drive Mr. Kahn
up the wall are "gateway" and "empty
backhaul" rules.
Take the case of a trucker authorized
for service from Chicago to Madison
(142 miles) and from Madison to
Milwaukee (92) miles) but not
authorized for direct service between
Chicago and Milwaukee (92 miles),
That trucker can lawfully serve
Chicago and Milwaukee only by
carrying cargo through the Madison
"gateway" a route 129 miles longer
than the direct one between the two
cities.
The Justice Department figures that
allowing truckers to operate on the
shortest routes would not only increase
competition but also save up to 51
million gallons a year in fuel and $139
million transportation costs annualy.
Similar savings can be expected if
firms hauling goods from one market to
another no longer required to return to
the first market empty.
The Teamesters union with its 2.3
million members carries more clout
I he
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than the airline unions. The Teamesters
fear that trucking deregulation will
weaken the union, which will be
negotating a new cOntnict With road




Asking the American people to adjust
their thermostates a few degrees, won't
begin to solve the energy crunch. Of
prime importance is, that government
regulations that allow huge amounts of
fuel to be wasted, be rewritten; and
fast.
tyarrott's Galley. By NI.C.5•arroti
Some Chaperones Surely Earn
A SpecialPlace In Heaven .
There simply has to be a special place
in Heaven for Randy and Vicki Sorrow
and Richard Poe. Randy is minister of
youth at First Baptist Church. Vicki is
wife, and Richard is.director of_ the
Baptist Student Union out near Murray
State.
A couple weeks ago, the three '
s chaperoned 21 young people from the
church to St. Louis in two vans for a day








By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
Copyright, 197$
++++++++++++++++3
Murray baseball team provided summer relief fpr a hahieu
citizenry, highlighted by a classic clash with the Boston Bloomer
Girls, an all girl team, which attracted more attention by their
revealing bloomers than their ability to play hardball. But the
gals with the floozy bloomers gave the crack Murray team fits before
thf Murray boys nosed out the Bloomers in the 11th inning. View-
ing women in bloomers, much less playing hardball, created a stir
of major agitation from pulpits to quilting bees. One outspoken
critic suggested the city council pass an ordinance "forbidden women
from wearing clothing more transparent than a picket fence." A
picket fence would have been a stately barricade compared with
that aggregation of black bloomers for they were a motely looking
squad of tough looking gals, chewing tobacco between squirts of
profanity to stun the spectators in the plank bleachers at Moore's
Field down near the tracks.
" Halley's Comet maintained its brilliance as it did to .heighten
anxieties with rumors should it hit the earth it would blow the place
to kingdom come, thus alienating the relationship the religious
interpretation with the Star of Bethlehem to a celestial doom and
accelerating anxieties lingering! Night Riders with a super bomb.
One observer declared he had seen it "and hadn't reched a drap
in 30 days."
But the band played on. The W.O.W. purchased band instru-
ments "to have it sure-enough live band," after pleading with Prof.
H. C. Brasfield to instruct T. W. Patterson, T. D. Smith, Frank Pool,
Roy Edwards, Joe T. Parker, Harold .Schroader _paul Patterson,
W. D. Osbron, Ocean Decker, Gaston, Pool and Gibson Hale in the
notes of blowing and beating the thing-a-bobs.
Early schools were a paramount interest and the presence of
J. H. Kellogg, the "Corn Flakes, King," stirred a mighty commotion
when he arrived at Calloway's Industrial Academy at Hazel
to visit with two of his adopted sons. The nationally-famous mann
facturer, lecturer, and natural „food proselyte, was enroute to New
Orleans for a lecture appearance at the time of the visitation.
On anothcr,,cflucationajApte, it is recalled that two graduate,
were honored at cornmeirclement exercises at._ Murray High School.
They were Lorena Barnett and Mary Williams. In addition, school
teachers' salaries had been increased to a minimum of $33.33
and maximum of $66.60 per month for county schools alter th,
school board asked a 20 cents property levy per hundred clonal
, property valuation and $1 poll tax for the use of country schools.
Inflation was becoming an increasing problem with post office lock
boxes for large drawers being assessed 75 cents a quarter (thre,
months), large box 60 cents, small box 45 cents and call boxes 2-5
cents.
To Be Continued
amusement park. The trip seemed
jinxed from the moment they started at
6 a.m.
+++
In addition to the Sorrows and
Richard, the youngsters along were
Mark Young, John Denham, Todd
Mills, Dana English, Martha Lyle
Pitman, Randy Halley, Jeff Garrott,
O Vaughn, Richie Robison, Douge, Betti Moore, Carol Beaman,
Charles Beaman, Carol Spann, John
Wissman, Brent Clark, Mark Hussung,
Loryen American Horse, Charles
Woods, David Bailey and Eric Lovins.
At 11:30 a.m. — Pi hours after
leaving Murray — they pulled into the
huge parking lot at Six Flags only to
have some people drive up beside them
with the news that one of the vans was
losing water. s
Now, if you'me ever been on one of
those big amusement park parking lots,
you can imagine the hike it is to a
telephone, and off ,Randy and Richard
went to check with the church office
back home on their next move.
Both the pastor, Dr. Bill Whittaker,
and the minister of education, Torn
Moody, who sort of oversees the vans,
were in Houston, Tex., at the Southern
Baptist Convention.
Randy and Richard were on their own
to get the crippled bus repaired and
back to Murray. So, back out to the van
they hiked, a distance of some half-a-
mile.
+++
As you would expect, the water pump
had gone out. This was confirmed by an
'aecottunodating mechanic provided by
Six Flags, but to replace it was beyind
his capability. He suggested that a
garage in nearby Pacific, Mo., be
contacted.
So, back to the phone went Randy and
called the garage. The first question he
was asked was what size engine was in
the van. He had no idea — another trip
out to the van to find out.
With his tongue almost hanging out
from all the walking, he called back
some 20 minutes witb the information
only to learn that the garage man had
checked his water pump inventory. The
size of the church's van, he said, used
five different sizes of water pumps,
depending on the engine. He had one of




- He shall call to the heavens from
above, and to the earth that he may
judge his people. Psalm 50:4
A. just God is in contif21 of all
things. He will bring us all ift fore the





Are we often discouraged by the
disasters and defeats of our own cen-
tury (when compared with a supposed
"golden age" that existed in the past)
only because we have come to expect so
much of ourselves'
This question was raised twenty
years ago by the American thinker
Charles Frankel in his book, The Case
for Modern Man (1955). In Frankel's
words, "men's happiness depends upon
their expectations - and the ex-
pectations of modern men have grown
tremendously:
This is the setting in which our
present sense that we are going to
the dogs must be understood. If
there is now a wide-spread sense of
guilt and failure, it is in part
because humanitarian feelings
have Increased...if the existence of
poverty oppresses us, It is because
we do not think It is inevitable.
By then, it was well after- 1- p.m.
Although the kids had long since gone
into the iinusement park and iwere
having a ball, Randy and Richard.had
done little other than hike back and
forth between the van and the
telephone.
+++
Once a wrecker had towed the van to
Pacific, the two of them joined their
group in the park. At 4:30 p.m., they
again called the st: rage. The van would
be ready to be picked up in 45 minutes.
Luckily, Richard had a Master
Charge credit card, and they were able
to get it out of the shop. Returning to the
park, they heaved a sigh of relief,
relaxed and enjoyed themselves before
gathering their charges together and
heading for Murray at 8 p.m.
About 45 minutes out of St. Louis on I-
64, the power steering went out on the
same van, as did the water pump for
the second time. Fortunately, an exit
was near and they limped into a service
station which was about to close.
Another telephone call — this one to
one, of the church secretaries with the
request that the parents be notified of
the problem and to expect a very late
arrival.
Then they called the Pacific
garageman. Luckily, Randy had
remembered his name. Leave the van
at the service station, they were told.
The man would pick it up and repair it
the following day. It was then 10:30
p.m.
+++
Although the second van seats only
12, all 2.1 sardined themselves into it
and again headed homeward.
As they limped along toward Mt.
Vernon, trouble struck again when a
rear tire blew out. Fortunately they had
a spare, and it was soon on, but it was
the following day before they learned
-that the spare wheel had been put on
backwards.
Although a '76 truck stop at Mt.
Vernon was blocked by angry, striking
independent truckers, they managed to
place one more phone call to minister of
music Wayne Halley, who along with
Ray Clark met them just north of
Metroplis in the church's other van.
It was 4 a.m. when the weary
youngsters finally were -delivered to .
their homes. But that's not all.
+++
One week later, Randy hitched a 5:30
a.m. ride back to St. Louis to pick up the
supposedly repaired van, riding up with
a group from Memorial Baptist Church
making a similar trip to Six Flags.
All went well on his return until he
neared Benton, Ill. There the van threw
a fan belt, overheated and for some
unexplainable reason lost its . tran-
smission fluid.
It was a three-mile walk to th'r
nearest exit and help. By then it was
4:30 p.m., and Randy had walked the
first two miles before a fellow on a
motorcycle gave him a lift. "I've only
been on a motorcycle two or three times
in my life," he chuckled, "but I didn't,
hesitate to get on that one."
A wrecker was summoned and the
van towed to West Frankfort. About
9:30 p.m.; Randy Cunningham, one of
the deacons, showed up and towed
Randy and the troublesome van on into
a sleeping, midnight Murray.
+ 4- 4-
The van is repaired now and sup-
posed to be in top condition. It had
better be. It is scheduled to leave at 5
a.m. Thursday with a load of the
church's Montana mission team — a
group of 25 youngsters and adults
headed for the Northern Cheyenne
Indian reservation in northwest
Montana to conduct Bible schools.
Randy is one of the adults going
along.
"Aren't you skeptical about setting
out oh a three-day, 1,500-mile trip in
that van?" he was asked.
"Yes, to be honest, I am," he grinned,
"but they say it is in good shape. We
can only go on faith."
looking Back
10 1 ears Ago
Plans for a 40,500 square foot Rose's
Store in the Murray Shopping Center on
U. S. Highway 641 North and Arcadia
Drive, Murfay, have been announced.
Pvt. Ronald G. Reayis, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Reavis of Dexter, has
completed eight weeks of basic training
at Fort Campbell and is now taking AIT
training at Fort Polk, I.a.
Gaylord T. Forrest, administrator of
the Western Kentucky Regional Mental
Health and Mental Retardation
Advisory Board, Inc., announced today
the award of $5,000 from the Kentucky
Department of Mental Health to the
Calloway County Association for
Retarded Children for use in the Day
Care Training Center operated by the
association.
Mrs. Moline Bennett of Hazel an-
nounces the engagement and ap-
proaching marriage of her daughter,
Linda Ruth, to David Lee Belcher, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Urban L. Belcher of
Benton Route 3.
The 25th anniversary reunion of the
1944 graduating class of Kirksey High
School will be held July 5 at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat James.
20 Years Ago -
Bids were opened July 1 for the
construction of an addition for the
Murray Manufacturing Company.
Deaths reported include Miller
Marshall, 77.
Army Sgt. First Class James E.
Poole, son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert E.
Poole of Murray Route 6, recently
arrived in Korea and is now a member
of the Korean Military Advisory Group
in Seoul.
Murray Girl Scouts will participate in
a ceremony-on-4m1y 4 in the raising of
the new g. rag With 49 stars while at
the Girl Scout Boum:tip at. Colorado
Springs, Colo. At the same time in
Murray, Andrea Lassiter, Girl Scout,
will present a new flag with 49 stars to
Clyde Steele to fly over the Calloway
County Court House.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Jameson and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Edgar Smith.- •
-. Mrs: Johnnie Myers, instructor-at-the-
Ezell Beauty School, left June 26 for
Ventura, Calif., to spend several weeks
with her son, Boyd Myers and family.
30 Years Ago
A warning ha's been issued to farmers
in Calloway-County not to destroy their •
excess tobacco crop until the damage
by the recent rains has been estimated,
according to, officials at the ASCS office
here.
A special feature story, written by
William E. Schupp, on the many im-
provements accomplished for the city
of Murray during George Hart's terms
as mayor is published today.
Charles A. Lassiter, son of Mr. and
Mrs. E. A. Lassiter of Murray, was ones%
of 21 students at the University of
Kentucky College of -Agriculture and
Home Economics to attain a perfrect 3
point scholastic standing for the second
semester. He is a graduate of the
Murray Training School.
Clara Jane Miller, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. R. M. Miller of Murray, is
attending the Methodist Youth Caravan
Training Center at Williamsport, Pa.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Wake of the Red Witch" starring Jobisf: -




By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, July 3, the 184th
day of 1979. There are 181 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
, On this date in 1962, Algeria became
independent after 132 years of French
rule.
In .1775, George -Washington took ,
command of the Continental Army at
Cambridge, Mass.
In 1863, the Civil War Battle of Get-
tysburg ended after Confederate Gen.
George Isickett's troops suffered severe
losses.
In 1890, Idaho became the 43rd state.
In 1945, the United States, Britain and
the Soviet Union began the three-power
occupation of Berlin.
In 1950, U.S. and North Korean troops
clashed for the first time in the Korean
-'War. •
In 1978, Israeli airborne commandos
--rescued 103 hostages being held by
airliner hijackers at Entebbe airport in
Uganda, but a number of people were
killed in the raid.
Ten years ago: The U.N. Security
Council voted unanimously to censure
Israel for actions to alter the status_ of
Jerusalem. —s-,
Five years- ago: President Richard
Nixon ended a summit meeting in
Moscow that produced a modest
agreement on arms limitations.
One year ago: China ended aid to
Vietnam as a conflict between the two,
Communist countries, deepened.
Today's birthdays: President Jean-
Claude Duvalier of Haiti is 28. Former
Agriculttire Secretary Earl Butz is 70.
Broadcaster Gerald° Rivera is 36.
British film director Ken Russell is 52. 
Thoughtfor today - 4s for me, all I
know is that I know nothing — Socrates.
Greek philosopher, about 470-399 B:C.





A wooden floor can squeak its
way through its entire exis-
tence without any threat to its
life or those who walk upon it
— but it sure can be an annoy-
ance.
Just as with metal, wooa
squeaks when two parts rub
against each other. In the case
of a floor, it occurs when two
boards do the rubbing, usually
as somebody steps on them but
sometimes during the move-
ment of the wood under certain
low humidity conditions. A
loose nail, moving up and
down, also produces a cry of
prote.st.
It is easy. to eliminate the
squeak when the underside of
the floor can be reached, as in
the case of a basement or a
crawl space. In that event, you
will need an assistant, someone
to walk across the floor as you,
from an underneath position,
locate the area of the noise.
Sometimes the squeak can be
silenced merely by driving a
few wedges between the floor-
ing and tlye joists. Sometimes it
is. necessary to drive screws
upwards from the bottom of the
subfloor into the finish floor,
but you must be sure to use
screws that go through the sub-
floor and into the finish floor
without coming out through the
top side. To make the job eas-
ier, especially if the floor is
made of hardwood, drill pilot
holes for the screws. When
driving home the screws, your
assistant should stand on the
spot to bring the two layers of
flooring together.
When the squeaks are in a
floor where the underside is in-
accessible, nails can be used,
but they must be ring or spiral
nails or any type which has
more holding power than or-
dinary nails. These nails should
be hammered into the floor at
an angle so that, when inside
the wood, two of them form a
loose V. Here again, especially
with hardwood, drill pilot holes
for the nails. As each nail head
gets close to the wood surface,
use a nailset to hammer it
slightly below the sudese later 
filling the tiny hole with wood
putty or some other wood filler.
Usually, it is better if the nails
ti igh the flooring inu the
joists or beams, but sometimes
the squeaks will disappear
when the nails only go into the
two layers of flooring. •
There are some temporary.
ways to halt squeaks in a floor.
One is to spread some bath
powder or graphite powder in
the areas of the noises. I once
read that, when the underside
of a floor is accessible, the ap-
plication of a rubber-type adhe-
sive between the joists and the
flooring will make the noises
disappear, but it is a method I
have not tried personally and
can only pass along without
commenting on its merits. With
1
the bath powder or graphite
powder. the remedy - when it
occurs — lasts a matter of
weeks or months. depending on
how long it takes for the pow-
dery material to wear away.
I io-it-\ ourselfers will find
much aluable information in
Andy Larig's handbook, "Prac-
tical Home Repairs,- available
by sending $1 50 to this
newspaper at Box 5. Teaneck,
N.J. 07666
Here's' the Answer Eifi
By ANDY 'LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — Part of the outside of
our house is stucco. I intend to
paint it soon, using exterior La-
tex masonry paint. Is it pos-
sible to use a roller for this job
in view of the rough surface of
the stucco?
A. — Yes. Use a roller with a
thick nap. Be sure the roller is
generously laden with paint
each time you use it and stroke
it well into each section. It
might be a good idea to keep a
brush handy so that it can be
used if you run into any area
where the roller does not thor-
oughly get between the stucco
crevices and indentations.
Q. — The rungs on two of our
kitchen Chairs have become
loose. One of these days I will
get around to fixing them.
While the glue in the sockets is
drying, what's the best way to
hold everything in place? Will
an ordinary piece of twine
around the chair legs take care
of the clamping?
A. — Yes, but it's better to
use something heavier than
twine, such as a clothesline.
After the rope is wound around
the legs, place a stick in the
rope and tighten it like a tour-
niquet, then brace the stick s3
that it holds everything tightly
together. There are many other
ways to keep the rungs in place
while the glue is drying. There
are special chair clamps strap
clamps and various other kinds
of clamps. No matter which
method you choose, be sure to
use son- type in ;adding under
the ropeor clamps to prevent
the chair from being damaged.
.„ Q.. — T have a large, ex-
pensive hand saw. If I use
*Pride In Work
*Quality Craftsmanship • —
* Top Service At Lowest Cost -






paste wax on the metal, will it
keep it from rusting?
A. — Yes, but since the saw-
ing action- may remove some of
the wax from time to time, you
will have to check to see wheth-
er to renew the coating in cer-
tain places.
Q. — After a recent wind-
storm, I noticed that some of
the shingles on our old asphalt
roof were a bit loose. Should I
put nails in the edges to hold
them down or use asphalt ce-
ment"
A. — Use the cement. Apply__
it under the lifted edges and
press down on the shingles. A
small putty knife is best for the
job. If the top of the shingles
have any cracks in them, be
sure to put some of the cement
in the cracks.
All the whys and where—.
fores of reroofing are included
in Andy-Lang's Roofing Guide,
which also includes an asphalt-
shingle color guide. It can be
obtained by sending 35 cents
and a long, STAMPED, self-ad,----
dressed envelope to Know-How,
P.O. Box 477, Huntington, N.Y.
11743. Questions of general in-
terest will be answered in the
column, but individual corre-
spondence cannot be under-
taken.)
if you don't understand the
different ways windows waste
cooling as well as heating
energy. and don't know the
right solution to-each specific
problem, you coukl be spend-
ing too much to make them
energy efficient. or you could
be. spending less and accom-
plishing next to nothing. The
storm window is not a cure-
all; neither is rerifacingybtir
old windows always tharbest - •
- economic-solution-
If you are going to invest
wisely in window energy cons
servaticin measures, you must
first determine whether your
problem is infiltration, or
conduction, or both. And you
must understand that these
problems affect your cooling
efficiency as well as your
heating bills. a
Buy any KitchenAid dishwasher
or trash compactor at our
regular low price before July 31,








To Celebrate the 30th Anniversary of KitchenAid Dishwashers.
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THIS SOLAR HOUSE IS designed to minimize heat loss
and conserve energy. The house's exterior walls are 6-inches
thick and have full fiberglass insulation. The attic ceiling in-
sulation is 10-inches thick. Windows and slidingdeoreare of
wood and are double-glazed. Plan H.A1105K has 856-square-
feet on the Rrst-Roar am1897-squartqeet on the second. For
more information write—enclosing a stampect,lelf-adde_essed_
envelope—to architect Charles Koiv.-27 Barry -Park Court,.
-Searington. N.Y., 11507.
In the Good, Old Summertime
By BARBARA PAAYER
AP Newafeatures
When balmy breezes waft
and billow, the urge to open the
windows, to breathe in the won-
derful air, to lighten your cares
and to "summerize" your sur-
roundings is almost irresistible
But how do you turn a winter
cocoon into a summer nest, we
wondered. And it seemed a
likely kind of question Co put to
some interior decorators.
"Rearranging the furniture is
an excellent way to take advan-
tage of a lovely spring and
summer view," said Iry Frank,
a designer who works in the
New York area.
"In a house in the suburbs, I
recently created two alternate
arrangements for the furniture.
In the winter, the seating was
turned to favor a corner fire-
place. But when spring comes,
the family can rearrange the
furniture so that it faces the
windows."
Just cleaning a room and re-
moving all the clutter that has
accumulated over the winter is
a good method of lightening up
your environment, he added.
Traditionally, a room is sum-
menzed by removing the heavy
area rugs, such as Orientals or
shags, and substituting a sisal
rug or straw matting.
If your floors are finished
with a durable coating and are
attractive, try sending the rugs
out for cleaning and storage
and enjoying the pleasure of a
bare wood floor during the
summer.
Many types of draperies and
curtains are heavy and darken
a room. They can be removed
for cleaning and storage. Not
only will their removal lighten
your room considerably, but it
will also prolong the life of
your curtains, since dirt abra-
des most fabrics and shortens
their life.
Many families will have to
substitute sheer window cov-
erings for privacy. But if your
situation is private, you can
leave the windows bare, or
hang plants where the curtains
used to be.
'Although once upon a time
spring was a sure sign for a
thorough and body-numbing
spring cleaning which included
removing the rugs and drap-
eries and taking out the slipco-
vers, slipcovering has become
rilWr a -BEng of the peat
'Upholsterers charge almost
as Much to slipcover a sofa -
a chair as they'wouldp recov-
er it. And this has cut into the
slipcover business," explained
Frank.
Sometimes, in very grand cir-
cles, people will have several
sets of slipcovers to create a
variety of decorative looks
But, for most homes, the day of
the slipcover has gone
However, even if the in-
vestment is minimal, changes
in decor may be brought about
"Try getting a different bed-
spread for the bed. You can
also invest in an inexpensive
wicker chair, store it over the
winter and bring It out in the
spring and summer. Another
trick is to reduce the number
and intensity of the lamps and
lighting. You don't need so
much light in the summer.
And, of course, an added plus
is that you may reduce your
electric bill a little," added the
decorator.
If you have a screened porch,
you are all set for surruner
without doing a thing. Try relo-
cating the main living area to
the screened porch, suggests
Frank Laning, another New
York area decorator.
-First of all, paint the porch
If it needs it (and it almost cer-





design of redwood Design-
a-Deck , youcawbuild a sim-
ple but effective trellis with
support posts set outside the
deck area for maximum
shade and visual impact.
Be sure to locate the deck
and shelter so it will catch
or provide escape from sun
and wind, according to your
nectls. Generally, the south-
-wet( and southeast corners
of a house are best forgo-
Vidini the right combinatioli
of sun and shade.
Trellising.. in the case of
heavy weather) Next comes
furniture, preferably covered
with a (right fabric to provide
color Plants are the third ele-
ment in creating an attractive
summer Lows rrivaronment,"
he added.
Other ideas from Laning: "If
you have dried arrangements
in your living room, put them
*way for the summer. They
tend to look pallid when ex-
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Custom Built Kitchen Cobinets or
Give Your Old Cabinets o New Face
Without Tearing Them Out
saurus isrt-aer
7â4e ltot- aw-/
You Can Earn . . .
9.000%
With
6-month or 26-week Money Market Certificates*
$10,000 nun. dep.
Rate effective through Wednesday, July 4th
Federal regulations prohibit the compounding of interest daily on this account.
• Federal regulations re9uirio substanhol interest penoltv for early withdrawals from Certificate occourits
GET YOUR HIGHEST RATE OF RETURN AT . . .
HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
MURRAY BRANCH
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Jerry Boggess, president of the Kirksey baseball league,
almost has agreed to kiss Prissy the Pig on the snoot if the
150 players in the 11-team league manage to net $2,000
from their fund raising sale now in progress. The players
are selling four-ounce pecan logs for $1. The sale began
Friday, June 29, and will extend through Thursday, July 12.
Sports 
Billie Jean Analyzes Semifinalists
Milierray Ledger & Times
Lloyd Eliminates King At Wimbledon
WIMBLEDON, England
(AP) - Billie Jean King
shrugged off the disap-
pointment of losing to Tracy
Austin to analyze the chances
of the four Wirribledbh
semif ina lists.
Billie Jean believes two-
time champion Chri: Evert
Lloyd is the most psyched-up
or the four.
Lloyd plays Evonne
Goolagong Cawley in one of
Wednesday's semifinals.
Defending champion Martina
Navratilova meets the 16-
year-old Austin, a Rolling
Hills, Calif., schoolgirl, in the
other.
"I think Chris is the
toughest mentally of those
who have come through," said
New OVC Commissioner On The Job
King, a six-time 'Wimbledon
champion. "The semifinalists
are of two distinct types. Chris
and 'Tracy sustain their drive
inwardly. -- -
-Martina is physically the
strongest - she is a brute -
but emotionally she is up and
down.
"Evonne really cares and
her game suits these courts."
But Billie Jean, still hoping
to win a record 20th Wim-
bledon title in the doubles,
would not be drawn on making
a forecast, on either the
singles or her own chances in
the mixed and women's
doubles.
Austin took more than two
hours to beat Billie Jean 6-4, 6-
7,6-2.
"That .was one of the best
Wffis—Of\my life," said Tracy,
who trailed (1-2 in the final set.
"I told myself to fight harder.
than ever."
Austin's semifinal opponent,
Navratilova, took nine suc-
cessive games against
Australian Dianne Frornholtz
to win 2-6, 6-3, 6-0 after losing
the first set in just 20 minutes.
Lloyd outlasted Australian
Wendy Turnbull 6-3, 6-4 after a
P2-hour baseline battle. "I
have never lost to her and I
found she couldn't hurt me,"
said Chris afterwards. "I
think I am ready to play
Evonne now. I haven't played
her for 18 months, but I don't
think her game has changed
that much."




Jim Delaney says he ditespa____
plan to put his feet up after
sliding behind the com-
missioner's desk at the Ohio..
-Valley._ ' Confereqe
headquarters.
. Instead, Delaney; 31, who
took over Monday, says he will
hit the road visiting the
conference's scheols and
teaches. "I feel I have to get
out on 'the campuses and talk
to the presidents."
During a meeting earlier
this month of conference
presidents, Delaney was
appointed commissioner,
MCC Tourney To Feature
Special-Award For Outfit
A special award will be
given tomorrow at the Murray
Country Club to the man and
the woman participating in
the club's Fourth of July Flag
Tournament and wearing, in
the opinion of a secret panel of
judges, the most patriotic
outfits.
The tournament, one of the
most popular of club tour-
naments for an Independence
Day observance, will be
played throughout the day




Maybe its tirgi to see the new
—Ind Very reliable—A B Dick
990 plain paper copier..
The 990 has all of the most
wanted features of machines
costing 50% more—including
the yersatility to make 11' x tr
copies copy both sides and
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play whenever and with
whomever they please.
The objective of a Flag
Tournament is to see which
players, men or women, can
play the greatest distance on a
number of strokes allotted to
them, par plus their han-
dicaps. Each is given a small
American flag and this is
planted at the spot where their
last allotted shot comes to
rest.
Two tourna-rnents will be
cifered - one covering the 18-
hole distance, and one for
those wishing only to play nine
holes. All participants,
however, must start from the
first tee, since all play is
measured from that point.
Winners are determined
simply by collecting the flags
at the end of the day's play,
and prizes will be awarded at
a pot-luck dinner at 6:30 p.m.
in the clubhouse.
In charge of this year's Flag
Tournament is M. C. and
Cathryn Garrott, while Bob
and Peggy Billington and
Clyde and Marilyn Adkins are
in charge of the pot-luck
dinner. Arrangements also
are being made for a number
of competitive activities such
as frisbee throwing, relay
races and the like for the
children.
The entry fee for the Flag
Tournament is $1.00 per
person. The registration desk
will be open on the clubhouse
porch at 9 a.m., and anyone
wishing to participate in the
tournament may register and















Then, each day. you ye got yo 
of a Baked Potato or French Fries, Toast
any Drink, and a trio to our Soup n
Salad Bar
SIRLOIN STOCKADE.
Quality that keeps you comhf back.
Bel-Air Center
Murray
succeeding Bob Vanatta, who
resigned earlier to become
commissioner of the newly
formed Trans - America
Conference.
Delaney has spent much of
the past four and a half years
on the road as an investigator
for the National Collegiate
Athletic Association, based in
-Shawnee Mission, Kan.
"I've had a chance to see the
country and get a larger view
of intercollegiate athletics
than I had before," Delaney
said recently in a telephone
intervievi: -
Delaney's impressions will
be put to the test as the 30-
year-old OVC continues to
face demands for more
growth and more winning
teams.
"I look at the conference not
as a strong conference, but as
a healthy conference," he
said. "It's healthy because it
seems to me that the athletic
programs are in proper
relationship to the academic
, programs."
Delaney said he wasn't yet
familiar enough to comment
about the recent rejection by
OVC preside,nts for conference
membership of the University
of Tennessee at Martin.
But the possibility of adding
new members to the eight-
member OVC is something he
expects to deal with, he said. ,
"I don't think expansion for
eipansion's sake is worth
anything," Delaney said, "I
like the natural boundaries of
the conference. Some are
spread out all over creation.
"I think that for a con-
ference to have a stab at
developing rivalries over a
period of time there has to be a
certain amount of
homogenity."
He said he would not be
opposed to growth "if there
would be an institution that
would really do something for
the conference. It's largely a
matter of how the resident
members feel:" law school at, the university
Delaney said he hasn't three years later.
reached any "hard and fast He worked briefly as a staff
conclusions" about more attorney for the North
television exposure for the Carolina General Assembly,
conference. then moved over to the North
- Aside from gainingentrance Carolina Attorney General's
to national tournaments, office.,
member' Schools might gain . But Delaney the son of a
exposure through cable basketball coach and 'co-
tel_gv_ision, a _possibility  :captain of the Tar Heels his
Delaney said he intends to senior year, joined the NCAA,
pursue. turning his lawyer's skills to
A native of South Orange, work there.
N.J., Delaney played "I guess athletics has
basketball for the University_ .always been my first joy. I
of North Carolina until was looking for something
graduation in 1970. He finished more filling," Delaney said.
Lloyd, beaten by
Navratilova in a dramatic
final last year, feels she is,
better prepared mentally this.
time. "This " year I am tour-
nament tough - I wasn't last
year. Having played East-
bourne I a recent Wimbledon
-warmup" tournament) and
won there, I believe I can do it
here."
Cawley, who won the title in
1971, had a straightforward
quarterfinal victory when she
beat Britain's Virginia Wade
- the 1977 champion - 6-4, 6-0
on the center court.
The Australian was very
happy with her performance.
"I felt fine. I was in good touch
and feeling confident. When I
am moving well that is when I
am playing well."
Turnbull, well beaten by
Lloyd, fancies Cawley's
chances. "I think Evonne
could be the danger," she
said. "I know she would like to
win. She has the kind of game
to beat Chrissie and I think she
could beat everybody."
'Little- Miss Babycakes' Is




(AP) - "Little Miss
Babycakes," as Billie Jean
King dubbed her, is the new
darling of Wimbledon.
If 16-year-old Tracy ustin,
with her pigtails, her mincing
steps, ice-cool poise and radar
shots, doesn't win the ladies'
crown in these venerable
tennis championships, the
sedate British are apt to lose
their reserve and start pulling
ivy off the clubhouse walls.
They might even dump all
the strawberries in the
Thames,_
She has won everyliWify-rS
hearts - this slip of a lass who
is absolutely imperturbable
under pressure and now is
wady to challenge a -trtb-or
seasoned champions for the
game's biggest prize.
Tommy John Taking His Lumps




taking his lumps these days -
not from American League
opponents but from his own
teammates on the New York
Yankees.
On Saturday he was
shagging flies in the outfield
when one of the balls hit him
on the right forearm. On
Monday night, before he was
scheduled to piteti.against the
Boston Red Sox, he was taping
a television interview- while
the Yankees were taking
infield practice when he was
struck under the right ear by
an errant throw. •
"I was talking," said John,
"and the next thing I knew I
was on the %round. My head
was going around and
around."
John got up, was given some
medication and then took the
mound as if nothing had
happened. He limited the
rugged Red Sox to fiye hits
and became the American
League's first 12-game winner
with a_7-2 triumph.
In other AL action the Texas
Rangers blanked the
Baltimore Orioles 2-0, the
California Angels topped the
Oakland A's 8-3, the Min-
nesota Twins beat the Seattle
Mariners 7-0 and the
Cleveland Indians defeated
the Detroit Tigers 8-4 in 11
innings. .
Jim Spencer's home run in
the fifth inning snapped a 1-1 ..
tie, Jackson homered in the
sixth and the Yankees broke-.
the game open with four runs
in the seventh on an RBI triple
by Willie Randolph, a squeeze
bunt by Bobby Murcer and a
two-run single by Lou Piniella.
Rangers 2, Orioles 0
Baltimore, which had won
22 of its previous 25 games,
began a 12-game road trip by
being blanked at Texas. The
Rangers' Steve Corner, 8-6,
scattered seven hits, struck
out two and walked three.
Foursome Wins Twilight Scramble
Posting a five-under-par 31,
a foursome composed of Gene
Landolt, Anne Bloom, Robert
Billington and Billie Cohoon
won last week's twilight golf
scramble at the Murray
Country Club.
&soil y-four of the club's
members participated in the
weekly Friday evening ac-
tivity, hosted last week by Don
and Euldene Robinson. This
week's hostess is Chris
Graham with play' scheduled
to start at 5:30 p.m. followed
by a potluck slipper.
Finishing seZ•ond last week
with 32 were Bill Thurman,
Faria Alexander, Don Keller
and Sally Crass.
Three foursornes tied for
third with 33's: Bobby Fike,
Betty Lowry, Jim Williams
and Frances Denham; Larry
Robinson, Diane Villanova,
Tom Bloom and Margaret
Shuffett; and Tommy Pike,
Euldene Robinson, Roger
Haney and Cathryn Garrott.
Two teams were next with
two-under-par 34's: Jiggs
Lassiter, Inus Orr, Don
Robinson, Marie Lassiter and
Lois Keller; and °rano
Villanova, Norma Frank,
James Booth and Chris
Graham.
Ann Taylor, M. C. Garrott,
Vernon Cohoon and Barbara
Stacey posted a one-under-par
35, while two teams finished in
even par 36: Jonathan
Overbey, Elizabeth
Slusmeyer, A. B. Crass and
Mary Bnzzell; and Jim Frank,
Dorothy Fike, Dick Orr and
Ann Haney.
Rounding out the field with a
three-over-par 38 was the
team of Mark Malinauska,s,
Venela Sexton, Hunter Bazzell
and Molly Booth.
James C. Hart, M.D.
Announces The Association Of
William G. Hart, M.D.
Office Hours
By Appointment
In The Practice of
Ophthalmology
Hart Ophthalmology Associates
Medical Arts Building Suite 201




Texas got both its runs in the
third inning when Richie Zisk
doubled, Johnny Grubb
walked and Jim Sundberg
doubled them both home.
Angels,8, A's 3
Don Baylor hit his fifth
home run in five days, singled
twice, scored twice and drove
in three runs as California
topped Oakland. Baylor leads
the major leagues with 69 runs
batted in.
Baylor singled to drive in
one run and scored another as
the Angels scored five times
against Oakland's • Mike
Morgan, 0-2, in the third in-
ning. He hit his 17th home run
of the season off Mike Norris
in the sixth.
, Twins 7, Mariners 0
Darrell Jackson and Mike
Marshall combined on a six-
hitter and Glenn Adams had
three hits and drove in two
runs as Minnesota won its
fourth in a row. The Twins
broke the game open with five
runs in the third inning capped
by Butch Wynegar's two-run
double.
Indians 8, Tigers 4
Jim Norris snapped a 4-4 tie
with a bases-loaded triple in
the 11th inning and came
home on a sacrifice fly by
Mike Hargrove as Cleveland
defeated Detroit.
She is far from being as
physically powerful as the
defending titleholder, Martina
Navratilova, whom Billie
Jean described as "a brute."
She is neither as graceful nor
as naturally talented as
Yvonne Goolagong Cawley,
the young mother from
Australia's Outback. But she
has shown that she is as
mentally tough and as
grooved in her shotmaking as
the phenomenal Chris Evert
Lloyd.
And from no less authority
than Ms. King, the "old lady"
of the courts and an 18-year
veteran. of the international
circuit, tomes the statement
that tennis championshiPS are
not won by strength and
playing skill alone but by
mental toughness,- - - -
"In that respect,! put Tracy
in a class with Chrissie," said
the rugged 35-year-old
campaigner who has won
virtually everything many
times over. "You have to
sustain concentration. You
can't cut corners. You must
drive internally."
Billie Jean had this further
etched indelibly in her
memory after Tracy beat her
in a classic quarter-final
match on Wimbledon's center.
court Monday 6-4, 6-7,6-2.
It was a match Wimbledon,
watchers will talk about for,
decades - the new and the
old, the kid and the matron,'
the clash of eras.
Tracy looked out of her'
element on the center court.
She could have been playing
hooky from Rolling Hills High,
where she, goes into the 11th
grade next year.
Billie Jean was Billie Jeana
- leaping and jumping and
yelling at herself, looking at
the sky, making invisible
signs and ,touching her heart
ip§ if near a heart attack. - •
"That made me kind ot-
mad," Tracy said.- "I got
distracted. She does some
weird.things That's her way
of getting psyched up."
Billie Jean played superbly,
resorting on every shot in her
repertoire - lobs, drop shots,
moon balls, spins and cannon
shots - but she failed to shake
the California Kid.
Tracy Plays Martina, the.
defending champ, next.
don't care who I play in the.
finals," she said. "If I
there, anybody will be fun." '-
Red-White & Blue Sale
This Week Only
Up to $3,000.00 Discount on any
new red, white or blue Lincoln-

















Open Everyday 9 a.m.-10 p.m. Through July 5
at
Stallins In Hazel
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(From right) Steven Norsvvorthy and lee Ann Fandrich accept for the Murray Special Olympics $55 from the First
United Methodist vacation church school. The money will be put into the Murray Special Olympics general fund to
help send three athletes to competition held in Rockport, N. Y., according to Gayle Wadlington, Murray director of
Special Olympics.
10 Of Them Gold
Phillies Open Home Stand
With 6-2 Win Over Mets
By BOB GREENE:
AP Sports Writer
The Phillies were so happy
to be back home in
Philadelphia that they
provided the fans and
themselves with two surprises
— a complete game and a
Victory.
• .1 guess it's home cooking,"
said. Philadelphia Manager
Danny Ozark.
The 6-2 victory over the New
York Mets Monday night
opened a 14-game Phillies
home stand. And it was the
first time in 12 games that
Ozark has not had to call upon
his bullpen.
In other NI. games Monday,
Montreal blanked the Chicago
Cubs 5-0, Pittsburgh edged St.
Louis 5-4 and the Los Angeles
Dodgers topped the San Diego
Padres 6-3 in 12 innings.
The PhiIs lost nine of 14
U.S. Picks Up 20 Medals In Pan Ams
By JERRY GARRETT
AP Sports Writer
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico
(AP) — An unexpectedly fiery
7ind colorful American squad
blitzed the competition and set
the stage for a rout Monday in




all seven golds medals up for
grabs Monday. and _were solid
favorites to do the Same thing
in today's six aquatic
categories. Records were
rewritten in every event.
The potent United States
- men's and women's basket-
ball teams slaughtered their
opponents, and controversial
men's Coach Bobby Knight
even managed an in-
ternational competition rarity
— being ejected from the
game, even though his team
was leading by 35 points at the
time.
The U.S. medal haul of 20,
including 10 golds, easily
outdistanced everyone, with
the Canadians, hopeful of
beating the Cubans for second
place overall in the Games,
next with 11 medals. Only two,
however, were golds.
The Cubans had a slow
start, in fourth place with only
one gold, but their strongest
sports are yet to commence
play.
- Sixteen-year-old Tracy
Caulkins led the swimmers
with two gold medals Monday,
'and goes fcieher third -- in an
attempt to garner five overall
here — today in the 100-meter
breaststroke.
The sensation iron Nash-
ville, Tenn., ripped off
seconds from the record she -
had set in morning heat races
in the 200-meter individual
- medley, and then teamed With
--etlie--400=ffieter medley relay
' squad that knocked an in-
credible nine seconds off the
previous Games record.
Other individual U.S.' gold
medal _winners_ Monday in
swimming were Ambrose
"Rowdy" Gaines, Winter
Park, Fla., in the 200-meter
,freestyle;_
Jonesboro, Ga., in the 100-
meter breaststroke; and Bob
Jackson, San Jose, Calif., in
the 100-meter backstroke.
Gaines tried for another
MSU Signs Top Indiana
Pitcher To Grant-In-Aid
Mike Henning, *one of the top
pitchers in Indiana high school
baseball last season, has
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Wednesday Night
4 to 10 p.m.
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A three-year letterman for
coach- --Quentin-- -Merkle- at
Memorial High School in
Evansville, Henning compiled
a combined 23-0 record his
junior and senior seasons and
helped Memorial to a two-year
59-1 record.
Henning was 12-0 as a junior
and Memorial went 30-0- and
took the Indiana state
championship. The 6-0, 165-
pound lefthander fashioned an
11-0 record as a senior and a
1:23 earned run average with
91 strikeouts over 73 innings.
- Henning -pitched 31 in-
nings of tournament baseball
jhis senior setison. and yielded
just five runs. Memorial won
59 consecutive games over two
seasons before losing in the
state finals this past season.
Henning was twice selected
all-city, All-Southern Indiana
• Athletic 'Conference - and first
team all-state.
"He ranks right up. there
with the top players we've had
at 'Memorial," said Merkle,
who just completed his 10th
season. "He's a crafty pitcher
with an excellent curve ball
and good eontrOl."
Henning.  represents the
third pitching prospect from
Memorial to join the Racer
rootor.—Mark.Wezet and Andy
Rice are pitching alumni of
• Memorial and Murray State. ,
"He's a blue chip prcispect
with the ability to contribute
as a freshman," Murray,State
coa cheiglehimy —Rea ga n said.
"We're very' pleased to have
him with us because he's a
quality athlete and a quality
individual."
Reagan, , who guided ;the
Racers to their 22nd con-
secutive winning season and
101.h conference championship
last year; has • also signed
outfielder Ronnie cheer of St.
Mary t Ky., High School,
pitcher Brad Taylor of
Murray High School and
pitcher Randy Shivley of Rend
_Lake Ill. ).Junior College.
gold today with the 400-meter
freestyle relay team. Linda
Jezek, Los Altos, Calif., and
Cynthia Woodhead, Riverside,
Calif., of the victorious 400-
meter relay team, were also
back in action today.
One of the biggest upsets
Monday was - newcomer
Denise Christensen's defeat of
veteran Janet Ely Thorburn,
of Dallas, in the three-Meter
diving. Miss Christensen, of
Tucson, --Ariz., is in -her first.
international competition.
Michele Beaulieu, Millbrae,
Calif., collected a gold in the
solo synchronized swimming.
The rest of the American
Golds — out of a total of 16
awarded .in all competitions
Monday -- went to roller
skater Ken Sutton. Muskegon.
Mich.. in the 500-meter speed
event, and the U.S. teams in.
the 100-kilometer cycling and
air rifle.
The American basketball
squads, .based on their first
round performances, looked
like sure gold medalists too.
The women, led by Denise
Curry's 27. points, stomped a
Puerto Rico squad, 124-69, that
they had feared.
The men looked generally
av.esome in their 136-88
cruAing of the Virgin Islands
— and so did their coach.
Knight was tossed out with
his fourth technical foul of the
'SlopPy..- tan*, in which 71
personal fouls were whistled,
when he charged onto di*
court to criticize an official
and then- stayed there arguing.
'He ( the official) took away
a harging foul — he did,"
Kiii4ht insisted. They called
it fIrst then changed the call."
- Another full day of com-
petition was scheduled today
..3_13 of the 22 events. Swim-
ming and basketball promised
again to be the highlights.













Texas 45 34 .570
California 46 35 sea
Minnesota 11 34 547 2
Kansas City 42 36 .53/0 2,
29 1,Chicago 33 44 4 
Seattle 34 47 420 12
Oakland n 56 214 23
Monday's Gaines
New York 7, Boston 2
Cleveland 8, Detroit 1. 11 111111fIg3
Ti1L113 2. Baltimore 0
Minnesota 7, 'Seattle 0 •
• California 8, Oakland 3.
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Kansas City (Busby 3-5) at Boston
Renko 5-31
Chicago (Barrios 7-3i at Cleveland
(Wise 74i.
Milwaukee (Caldwell 114i at New York
Clay 1-31
Toronto 'Moore 1-0i at Detroit 4Billing-
ham 74,
Seattle (Parreitt 63 and Decker 0-1 at
Minnesota iGoltz 6-6 and Serum 0-7f, 2
-Baltimore (Stone 6,5 at lea 'Jenkins
841,






















San Francisco 40 39
San Diego 35 46
.Lcsi Angeles 34 47
Atlanta 32 46
Monday's Games
131(otreal 5, Chicago 0
Philadelphia 6, New York 2
Pittsburgh 5. St Loins 4
Los Angeles 0, San Diego 3, 12 intim,/
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Montreal (Lee 7-5 at Chicago
S-5).
New -York iKobera al Philadelphia
(Christenson 241.
Pittsburgh iCandelana 6-4 or Bibby 3-3
at St !outs B. Forsch 3-6(
San Francisco (Halkia 5-3) at Atianti,
iBrIzzolara
Houston Minium 33i et Cineitinet-
' Norman 47).
Las Angeles t Sutcliffe 74i at San !now
Weddle° 341, ,
EAST ,
W i. Pet GB
44 27 620
38 34 578
37 34 531 7










Will Be Closed All Day
Tuesday & Wednesday To
Prepare For their famous
July Clearance Sale
Star Ung July 5th 9 a m
its The Associated Press
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BAITING 0175 at bats . Smalley
Minoesota, .363. Carew. California. .355
Downing, California, 348; Kemp, Detroit
331. Bochte. Seattle, - 377
RUNS Lansford, California. 64. Brett,
Kansas City. 63. Ous, Kansas City. 60.
Baylor, California. 59; Smalley. MIT
nesota, 59
RBI Baylor California. 69; Lynn
Roston, M. Thomas. Milwaukee, 58.
Smalley, Minnesota, 513 Berrie, Seattle,
sa
HITS. Brett, Kansas City, 109, Lan-
sford. Galiforma , 136, Smalley, Minnesota
105, Rice, Boston. 96, Horton, Seattle, 96
DOUBI.ES Lynn. Boston. 23;
Washington, Oucago. 22. Lemon, Clucago,
20. Downing, Caitlin/Ha, 19; Grich
CaUforrua, 19, Brett, Kafkilli Cal. II.
TRIPLES' Brett, Kansas Cltr. 12,
Wilson, Kansas City, 6; Randolph, New
York. 7: Garcia, Baltimore. 5, Molitor.
Milwaukee, S. Griffin. Toponto, 5: Ban-
nister. Chicago. 5; Jones. Seattle, 5
HOME, RUNS • Lynn. Boston, 20;
Thomas, Milwaukee. 20; Rice. Boston, 111
Singleton. Baltimore, 17; Grich,
California, 17; Baylor, California. 17
Sl'OLEN BASES: Lenore, Detroit, 40.
Wilson, Kansas City, 34, Cruz, Seattle. V.
• Team, 22; Bonds. Cleveland, 21
PITCHING (6 Decisions), Kern, Texas,
10-1. 909. I 45: Zahn, Minnesota, 7-1, 875,
314, John, New York, 12-3, 800. 1,36;
Clear. California, 6-2, 460, 270, Slaton,
Milwaukee, 8-3, 717, 2 60, Palmer,
Baltimore, 74, 700. 3 20, Drago, Boston, 7-
3, 700, 296. Barrios. Chicago, 7,3, 700,
372
STRIKEOUTS Ryan. California, 134.
Guidry, New York. IC Jenkins, Tetas, 85.
/Craver. Chicago. 751 Kooaman, Om-
nesta, 73.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING 075 at bats>: Brock, St LOWS,
*3, Hendrick. Sr Louis, .313. Maualli,
New York, .333; Foster, Cincinnati, 331,
Templeton. Si LOU11, 326
stirs, Lopes, 1.os Angeles. 61,
Kingman. Chicago, 18: NOMA. San
prerroloo, 57, Schmidt, Philadelptua, 56.
Royster, Atlanta, 56; Matthews. Atlanta.
56
H131 Kingman, Chicago, 85. Fester,
Cincinnati, 85, Winfield, San Diego. 51.
Clark. San Francisco, 54; Strnmons, St
Lo111.1, 52
HITS. Garvey, Los Angeles, 103;
Templeton, St louts, 91:- Winfield, San
Diego. 91; Rage, Philadelphia. 96, Mat-
thews, Atlanta, 96
DOUBLES Rose. Philadelphia, 24,
Mastilli, New York, V. Reitz. St Lout. 22,
Matthews. Atlanta, 22: Parrish, Montreal.
21, Hernandef. St Louts, 21: Griffey.
Cincinnati, 21
TRIPLES Scott. St Louis, 9; Winfield.
San Diego. 9: MtBride, Philadelphia. 8,
Templeton, Si Louis. R. Hernarides, St
Louis. 7 .
HOME RUNS Kingman, Chicago. 21:
Schmidt, Philadelphia, 23, Foster, Cin-
cinnati, 19; Robinson. Pittsburgh, 18,
Simmons.46 Louis, 18, Lopes, Ifs
Angeles, II
STOLEN BASES Moreno. Pittsburgh.
33, North. San Francisco, 29; Scott, St
Louie., 21; (edeno, Houton, 22; Scott,
Montreal, 30: Taveraa, New York, 20:
Cruz, Houston. 30, lopes, ILA Angeles, 20
PITCHING 9 Decisions) Niekro,
Houton, 124, 900.2.90; Litton, St I OUBS, 6-
Z 750, 291; Martinez, St Louis, 6-2, 750,
251: Kookier. San Francisco, 42, .750,
486 Lanes, Cincinnati. 8-3, 727, 2.51;
Andigar. Houston, 9-4, 612, 263, Grim-
rdry. Montreal. 84, 667, 469. Reed.
Philadelphia, 6.3. 647. 1 90
STRIKEOUTS Richard, Houston. 132,
Perry, San Diego, U. Carlton,
Philadelphia, 65, Niekro, Atlanta, 11;
Swan, New York, 82, flooton, Los Angeles,
46
games on their last road trip
apd,:d.ropped 29 of their last 44
pirior to Monday's victory.
It was Espinosa's third
triuMph of the season over the
Mets, his former team, but he








hard feelings against the Mets
because they traded me."
New York jumped on
Espinosa for its two runs in
the opening inning as Joel
Youngblood walked and Rich
Hebner followed with his fifth
home run of the season. -
But Manny Trill° slammed
a three-run homer in the
fourth inning — his first home




(API — --Tracy Austin
mastered Billie Jean King, 6-
4, 6-7, 6-2 in a tennis classic
and reached the Wimbledon
semifinals for the first time.
Martina Navratilova, the
defending champion, came
back from a slow start to
defeat Dianne Fromijoltz of
Australia 2-6, 6-3, 6-0.'The 16-
year-old Austin will face
Navratilova in the semifinals
Wednesday.
Chris Evert Lloyd out-
stroked Australia's Wendy
Turnbull 6-3, 6-4 and Evonne
Goolagong Cawley . of
Australia snuffed out Britain's
hopes for a women's cham-
pion by hammer* Virginia
Wade 6-4, 6-0, setting up their
semifinal match:
Tower, $2.40, defeated Big
Event by six lengths to cap-
ture the $33,250 Kindergarten
Stakes at Bowie Race Course.
CHICAGO (AP) — Likely
Exchange, $6.20, beat Grand
Niece to capture the $15,000
Motto Handicap at Arlington
Park.
NEW YORK ( API J.P.
Brother. $47, beat Stiff .Sen-
tence by 1' z lengths to win the
$42,250 Great American
Stakes at Belmont Park.
OCEANPORT, N.J. (API —
Distant Memories, $6.40, beat
See The U.S.A. td capture the
feature at Monmouth Park.
Phillies Pulled ahead to stay.
Pirates 5, Cardinals 4
Tim Fob singled home
Omar Moreno„ who had
doubled, to snap a 4-4 tie in the
seventh inning and give
Pittsburgh its victory over St.
Lows. The Pirates jumped out
to a 4-0 lead before St. Lonis
rallied to knot the score-in the
sixth on Tony Scott's two-run
double and George Hendrick's
two-run single.
Expos 5, Cubs 0
Steve Rogers hurled his fifth
shutout and eighth complete
game of the season as Mon-
treal blanked Chicago. Rogers
scattered eight hits. and wai
helped by two double plays.
The Expos had 11 hits, in-
cluding two each by Andre
Dawson, Tony Perez and Ellis
Valentine, whose check-swing
single with the bases loaded
drove in the final two runs of
the gan ie in the seventh.
Dodgers 6, Padres 3
Steve Yeager slammed two
home runs — including a
gatnewinning three-run blast
in the 12th inning — and drove
in five • runs as the 'Dodgers
snapped a sixFgame losing
streak by beating San Diego. ,
PANA M ER ICAN GAMES
SAN JUAN,. PuertO Rtc
(AFT Ken Sutton, a roller
skater from Muskegon. Mich., .
won the first gold medal
presented in the VIII Pan
American Games as the
United States took an early
lead in the-medals race: ---
The American swimming
and diving squads captured
seven gold niedals and 12
medals overall, while setting
five new Pan-American
-records.
After the first day of.
competition. the U.S. , team
has a total of 20 medals; 10 of
them are gold.
HORSE RACING — •
BOWIF„ Md. I A.P) — tifsh- - r.
Rice Promoted
To Class A •
With Astros
Andy Rice: former All-Ohio
Valley Conference pitcher for
Murray State University, has
been promoted to the Houston
Astros Class A farm team in
Daytona-Beach.
'theft 19th-round draft
choice this spring by the
National League club, made
two appearances with the
Astros' Rookie League team
before being called up.
A southpaw from Evan-
sville, Ind., Rice was the.
'Breds top hurler this season
with a 7-2 campaign. He was
named to the all-conference
team twice-and his teammates
selected him the most


















• plenty of deep fried rl•rns • french fries • role slaw
• cocktail sauce • I Southern rtyk hush puppies
Reg $5.58
Offer Good Wednesday & Thursday




Buy One, Get One Free
• (.••• 79 FREE
164 Only Wed.& then. OH*. ['pores July 5. 15711




Come On Over - Walk-In - Brouse Around -










Directions: Cress Paris Landing Bridge, Tn., U.S. 79 E. 1st Stop On





































FRANKFORT, Ky. ) AP)
The Department for Human
Resources will hold a hearing
July 10 to get public conunent
on proposed changes by the
U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare in
regulations governing
federally funded day care
services.
The proposed rules cover
administrative matters such
- as personnel training, social
services and nutrition.
Actress Sarah Bernhardt,
lamed by a knee injury in 1905,
had her leg amputated in 1914
but continued to perform until






Next time yOu get the urge to
play aroupd in Florida .
Come to/Daytona's Castaway.
the slate's most complete play-
ground-10r singles and families
alike. Check these features . . .





i. E3 Night Club, Dancing &
Fotertainment..,._





Gift Shop & Beauty Salon
Color TV & Refrigerator
Tennis & Golf Privileges David Ros. s Named
65 Miles to Disney World •
Daily door-to-door Bus 
Service available
0 Free chaise lounges.
Ample self parking
Come play in our plapatound: Commerce Head
It's Daytona's most complete
year 'round fun resort: ,
Daytona'S
Castsaw,a
. BEACH MOTEL I Carroll Knicely.
43715D 8 ABtolaxnt4c43A7ve I Ross, 23; a
Daytona -Beach, Fla '32016 j Owensboro, replaces Hank
Ph (904) 255-6461
I brochure & rate sheet
I Name
I Street
Please send new color
I City State
ARMOR SCHOOL — Maj. Jim Hyams of the 100th Army Reserve Division welcomes
three members of the unit to the two-week armor qualification course at Ft. Knox for
junior officers. Reservists are 2nd Lt. Jerome Wilford of Cadiz from the Hopkinsville
battalion, 1st Lt. Glenn Byars of Morganfield,from the Madisonville battalion, and Capt.
David Kratzer of Murray from the Madisonville battalion. All are graduates of Murray
State University except Kratzer and he is the new student center director for the
university.
'Eyes And Ears Of World' To
Be On State During Confabs
By SY RAMSEY -
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky is getting ready,
Gov. Julian Carroll says, to
focus "the eyes and ears of the
world on Louisville" through
two governors' conferences
which begin Saturday.
The highlight will be a visit
by President Carter the:
coming weekend, and it also
will include his trip to Bar-




gather Saturday and Sunday
at Louisville.
Then- the -National __Gover—
nors' Association, of which
Carroll is chairman, will meet
Sunday through Tuesday.'
State Democratic Chairman
Larry Townsend held a news
conference at party
headquarters Monday -.40).•
announce plans to welcome
the president.
He said Carter would arrive
at Louisville late Saturday
afternoon, then go to Bard-
stown as a special guest of
state Democrats.
Tickets for the Bardstown
event are $100 per person and
include a reception with the
president, a Kentucky pit
Assistant To State
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
David Ross has been named
executive assistant to state
Commerce Commissioner
native of
Lindsey, who took over his
new job as Commissioner of
Tourism Monday.




dress the crywd after the 6 -
p.m. dinner./
Townsend said proceeds
from the event will be used for
operating state headquarters,
which is being reorganized
.after Brown's victory in the
May 29 primary and the
resignation of Marie Turner of
Jackson. who had- been
caretaker chairman since
controversial Howard
"Sonny" Hunt quit earlier.
On Sunday, the president
tentatively plans. to attend a
church service at Louisville.
No details were available at
this time.
Then he will address the
governors' association, and
the fuel crisis and future of the
barbeque dinner and ad-
mission to the Stephen Foster
Drama, all on the grounds of
My Old Kentucky Home.
Townsend said more Alai
650 tickets have been sold and
"we're trying for 1,000 to
1,200."
The president will not be
campaigning, he said.
The visit produced a slightly
embarrassing situation for the
Democrats when an aide to
gubernatorial nominee John
Y. last. week
there was only a 50-50 chance
Brown would attend the
Bardstown event.
But Brown later., said the
aide had-been misinformed
and that he definitely planned
to be on hand.
Since that is the case;
Townsend was asked, does
Broyi have no qualms about
association with a president
whose popularity rating,'
nationally has dropped'
sharply in the past foiv
months? .
"I can't speak for J4•1 Y.
Brown," the state chairman
said. "...It's going to he a real
nice-- affair...Anytime the
president comes to/yalw_atate,___






federal aid system will be
highlighted.
"I want ( the governors and
president) to see Kentucky,"
Carroll said. It gives us an
opportuAity to .put our best
foot forward." f*).
Carroll is in charge of ad-
ministrative operations in-
volving a staff of 150 in the
governors' association. -
Requests for coverage have
been received by 300 news
writers throughout/the world;
the state reported/
Carroll said that is greater
coverage than any events
other than the national
Democratic and Republican
conventions held every four-
years.
Supreme Court Clears Way For Busing
Ruling Shocks Louisville Heads
WASHINGTON (API —
Many officials of the-Jefferson.
County, Ky., school system
were caught by surprise by a
1.1.S. Supreme Court ruling
that cleared the way for the




The justices, voting 6 to 3 in
a decision announced Monday,
left intact a federal appeals
court ruling that first-graders •
are not exempt from a school--
desegregation plan in effect
since 1975.
Justices Harry A. Black-
mun, Lewis F. Powell Jr. and
William H. Rehnquist voted to
hear arguments in the case,
but the votes of four members
are needed to grant such
review.
Superintendent Ernest C.
Grayson, in a quickly
prepared statement, said the
school system's lawyers have
"advised us there are no
further remedies that the
board may use. %ye had been
hopeful that the high court
might speak favorably to our
appeal, since it had taken so
long to act."
The consolidated school
district of Louisville and
surrounding Jefferson County
'is the nation's sixth largest,
with 120,000 pupils.
About 23,000 pupils already
are being bused for racial
desegregation. Until now, the
district's 10,000 first-grade




controversy had reached the
Supreme Court four times
previously since 1973, and
-each time the justices refused
to disturb court-ordered
desegregation.
School board Chairman C.B.
Young Jr. said he wished the
court had agreed to hear the
case, "but since they didn't,
we'll comply with the law and
do the best job we can of
educating first-graders in a
bused situation."
Board vice chairman Carol
Ann Haddad said, "I think it's
a shame. I hate the fact that
they won't hear it. . .But at
least we went as far as we
could go."
• Busing began in 1975 under
orders by U.S. District Judge
James F. Gordon, but the
judge exempted first-graders
after noting that many of the




thereafter, ruling that such
youngsters should not be
bused until a systemwide
kindergarten program was
available.
On May 10, 1977, Gordon
ruled that any • cross-district
busing of first-graders would
"significantly jeopardize the
educational process for such
children."
The 6th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals, however, reversed
Gordon's ruling list Oct. 20.
"To exempt first-grade
students from busing _would
leave .vestiges- of segregation
intact," the appeals court
said.
" School officials then sought
Supreme Court review.
"The requirement by the 6th
--mead -That. first-grade
children with no prior formal
educational experience be
bused cross-district involving
one-way trips of from 30 to 75
minutes merely to-advance a
predetermined degree of
racial balance is indicative of
its niisunderStanding" of past
-Supreme Court rulings, school
board la wye rsargued
Lawyers for black parents
accused school officials of
"grasping at their last hope of
retaining some semblance of
segregation."
In urging the justices to
reject the school district's,
appeal, the lawyers for black
parents said, "This court and
this nation have gone too far in
trying to eradicate the past to
-allow this type of legalistic
jabberwocky to prevail."
John Fulton, a 'lawyer who
represented the school system
in the desegregation suit, said
he considered it interesting.
that the court waited until-the -
last day of the present terni of
court to refuse the case.
"That must mean they gave
us careful consideration. It
wasn't just a perfunctory \
denial," Fulton said.
Thomas Hogan, who
represented the plaintiffs in
the desegregation suit, said he
was pleased with the court's
action. His response to the 6-3.
Ole was: "Close, but no
_cigar."
---"-The party- Is over," said
Hogan. "There are no more










All oceanfront with excellent view of pool
and ocean - 105 units- rooms, completely
furnished housekeeping efficiencies, suites_
Ocean beach. Plenty of free parking.
ORMOND BEACH, FLA.
Relax, enjoy the seaside. Spacious palm studded
lawns, gardens. Bring the family- plenty of room
and lots to do for everyone. Near the best shops,
golf, recreations.
90 minutes to Disney World. Tours leave from our
door. Write for information. Reserve now.





1-800- CITY, STATE, ZIP
874-0552
BtLTMORE BEACH LODGE- --
187 Seel Mimetic Awes., Orkesod Om* Hinkle 32174












• Rolls Out on Wheels — Easy Clean
• Twin Dairy & Vegetable Bins
• Adjustable Meat Pan • White













• 10014-Se4triState — Modular Chassis
• Sharp, Brilliant Colors from Black Matrix
Picture Tube
• Custom Picture & Sharpness Control





• Easy-AL. Recessed Top,
Lift-Off Door, Tflt-Up Units
• Full-Width Storage Drawer
• Infinite Heat Controls • White
• Broiler Pan. 2 Over Packs
*23988
ENJOY YOUR CREDIT POWER AT GOODYEAR
Goodyear Revolving Charge
• Flexible Pay Schedule • Monthly Statement
• Customer Identification CAR CARD for







• Filtair Reduces.Lint on Clothes .
• RegularrPermaPress Cycles
• 5 Tempc 3 Water Levels • White





• Big Briggs & Stralton Engine




• HighMost Food — Med Defrost •
for Frozen Food iS Tough Meat
• Specious 1 3 Cu Ft Interior
• easy-Reed'Set 25 kaiAutis Tither
• Microwave Cookbook Included
Goodyear Installment
Pay Plan
• Longer Terms Than Available on
Our Revolving Charge
• Monthle Statement • Low Monthly Payments
• It must be right
or we make it right










• 3 Drying Selections • White
• Easy to Reach/Clean
Up-Front Lint Filter








• Hogh/Med,Low.Del root Levet,
Spacious 1 3 Cu Ft interior
• 60-Minute Digital Timer















• Cleans to Wall
• kleats Combs Suctions




Eureka 6-Piece Tool Set wyn•121,54
NO CHARGE with purchase of Model ilea
$1199s VALUE
Murray, Ky.• Store News: II a.m. until 5 p.m. NIL-Sat.
•
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Sales Stay High Despite Warnings




Tobacco companies are giving
the government internal
documents that may show
federal officials how the firms
have kept sales high despite
health warnings and ad-
vertising restrictions.
Arthur AdPlberg, an at-
Misl YOUR PAPER?
Sabsaibers alto hey• Not
reasivoll Noir Iseate-delivered
copy of The blarney ledger
Times by 5:30 p.m Mayday -
Freest or by 3,30 p.m. ort
lardays are ',Hoed to call
753-1116 between 5.30 p ii
nod 6 pie., bleaday -Friday or
3:30 p.m. sad 4 pro. Satur-
days, to insure delivery of lite
netvspaper Calls must be
*cold by 6 weekdays or
4 p.m. Sotordays to gworentite




after a legal fight that began
in 1976, when the FTC sub-
poenaed them.
Adelberg said the FTC
hopes the companies' market
research documents will
answer such questions as:
-Does the industry in-
formation show cigarette ads
appeal to people under 18? The
Musa,. has maintained that
cigarette. ads are designed to
-hokl their share of the market
and not to convert-
smokers. However, many
youths take up smoking. .
-What impact does the
government-required health
warning have? Packs must
now -say, "Warning: the
surgeon general ha deter-
mined that cigarette smoking
is dangerous to your health."
The FTC has asked Congress
to require sterner healtb
ill1211 =2:1m me . .meteir nem Nem AND.
LOOK-LOOK-LOOK
J. H. Hardin-tan Nix -
4th of July Week Special 
111101111,1/ww1lIT L*1
Two 1178 Monts Carlos
1 Pastel blue Monte Carlo, stock no. 1511, serial no.
1237H9K496482, less than 500 miles.
I
1 Beige ,Monte Carlo, stock no. 1509, serial no. I
1H137H9K496924, less than 500 miles.
These 2-cars are 2 door sport coupes and have tinted glass,
deluxe body - -side' moldings, electric rear window
defogger, air conditioner, remote control, osrv. mirror-
LH, power brakes, 5.0 litre 4-bbl. V8, automatic trans.,
comfort tilt steering-Wheer, Pcivier steering.-P208/7 OR-
14/8S/B Rad. w/stripe, AM-FM Radio.
At absolute invoice price
List... $7,356.84
Your Cost. . .$6 904637
Good through July 9, 1979
During this July 4th Week Special we wfil-gtotryou 10 cer-
tificates worth 15,000 Top Value Stamps with each pur-
chase of one of these specials.
Dinateaylor
Cherreet, Inc.
So. 12th St., Murray, Ky., 753-2617
amMar ma'am =Om =SW Ilemo mem maw 
warnings, such as, "Danger!
Tests prove cigarettes can kill
you." -
-Are the companies trying
to subvert the health war-
nings? "We'd like to know if
they are trying to make it look
healthy by showing young
*ople and scenic outdoor
environments," Adelberg
said.
The studies on -human
behavior are expected to deal
with a point made by Surgeon
General Julius Richmond in
his report on smoking issued
last'Janua ry :
"Because of the research
overThepast 15 years, muchls-
now known about the health
dangers of smoking. But
research into reasons why the
habit is so widespread and
difficult to break is still in its
infancy, little is known for
certain and questions far
outnumber answers," Rich-
mond said..
The six major cigarette
manufacturers and 20 ad-
vertising agencies argued that
turning over the large number
of documents involved would
be an unreasonable burden.
However. U.S. District Judge
Barrington Parker upheld the
FTC subpoenas early this
year.
In the latest announcement
.of a • document surrender,
Brown & Williamson Tobacco
Corp. said Monday it will turn
over nearly seven tons of
internal documents lc:1111e FTC
Thursday. Wilson W. 'Wyatt
t 
Louisville, Ky., based firm,
said it took 24,000 man-hours
State Traffic Fines
Reduced By $17.50
and $800,000 to gather the.
vanload of materials.'
Ernest - PeppIes, Vice
president and general counsel
of Brown & Williamson, said,
"The requirements of corn-
smoking, why people take up
the habit and ...difficulties in
stopping smoking.
The industry has tripled its
spending for cigarette ad-
vertising since 1964 despite a
plying with this FTC subpoena ban on broadcast advertising
are a good case in point as to ("tat took effect in 1971. While
excessive government in- there have been munerous
terference into private studies connecting smoking to
business." health problems, the industry
Brown & Williamson has maintained that the case
. 
manufactures Kool, Viceroy, against cigarettes has not..
Raleigh and other brand. - been scientifically proven. •
"E-ach of us ( tobacco Other cigarette makers
,companies) has a massive issued subpoenas are:
cloud hanging over us, and -k. . American . Brands Ine-4---
will be there until the FTC -Liggett Group Ihc.; Lorillard,
decides Whal It is going to do division of Loew's Theatres
and we can go back to just Inc . ; Philip Morris Inc., and
making cigarettes," Peoples - -R. J Reynolds-industries-kw. -
said. The ad agencies are: Leo
Adelberg said the FTC. has Burnett Co.; Post-Keyes-
not decided yet what„ action Gardner Inc.; Ted Bates & .
will be taken based on all the Co.: Wells, Rich, Greene Inc.;
cigarette data. The options Yowig & ' Rubicam Inc.; De
include an industry regulation c arm° Inc.; Kenyon &
on, cigarette ads, pursuing Eckhardt Inc.; Foote, Cone &
false. 'advertising cases Belding Communications
against selected companies, Im., Batten, Barton, Durstine
asking Congress for & . Osborne Inc.; Grey
legislation and publishing a Ad% crtising Inc.; F. William
.report of findings, he said. Free & Co.; LKP Inter-
The subpoenaed materials ,.natto nal Ltd.; Needham,
go back to 1964, the date of the Ha r per & 'Steers Advertising
first surgeon general's report Inc.. Norman, Craig &
on health hazardi of smoking. Kurland, Inc.; N.W. Ayer 8z
The subpoenas call for all - Son Inc. J. Walter Thompson
"marketing, advertising or Co. William Esty Co.; SSC&B
consumer surveys,' ex- Inc.: Cunningham & Walsh
periments or other research" Inc.. and Dancer-Fitzgerald:
on the benefits and dangers of Sample Inc.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
Itolost traffic fines in Kentucky
have been reduced by $17.50
through legislation that took
effect last Saturday.
- - . The revised law was_pa.sseci.
during last winter's special
session, which dealt among
other subjects with the fine
,structure.
One portion reduced by $5
the $15 , minimum increase on -
traffic fines approved by the
1978 General Assembly in -:-
regular session.
Manufacturer's Sale
(Back Again For Summer)
Women's Fashions
Wholesale
50% to 75% Off
9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Three Days Only
July 5, 6, & 7
Thursday, Friday, & Saturday





-.Tarry Rompers . . . .
699 *Polyester Dressy
599 Blouses  10.99
 2.99 *Sundresses.  12.99
199 *Designer Pants 999
.  8.99 ibramouS label ..
jeans 14 Oz..  13.99
If you havelbeen holding back for Summer, now is
- - your chance to really save!
Holiday Inn Banquet Room Murray, Kentucky
However' the
greater because court costs
also are reduced, resulting in
most cases in a net decline of
$17.50 in traffic finet.
Iounces. Some soft-drir-lkcompanieS sell their product in
'Ibottles that looklikercuarts. But they're really only -
26- or 2a-ounce -Vat** The bottles in Pepsi-Cola's new 00 4111•00A4‘
Economy Quart sift-pact are real quarts ... 32 refreshing /... / •ounces. So look carefu y before you buy. And when I
they'_Fe e.mpty,_b rinp4Abacitfox,m4,1, .iggAgigeox,427,1,,,,,,,k
sr*
. • • Er sl.cp,.•• ••111.1.10.1..A.P..110111101.11.•to 1*..kot...1 1.0.
! Econ
om Pepsi-Cola.
Now in 6-packs of money-back bottles.
The Pepsi-Cola quart is a real quart. 32 refreshing
• r--
In non-contested cases
where the fine is prepaid, the
cost is reduced $2.50 for
speeding offenses and by






Everyday -299Through July 12, 1979
You get all the fish and fryes  you can eat
for one low price. " - -
Start off with our crispy fish fillets, golden
fryes and fresh cole slaw. If that doesn't fill ,
you up, come back for more fish and -fryes!
We give you lots of reasons to love us.
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I DON'T THINK - -
CAN PITCH ANYMORE...




ONE MORE PRINK ANC.
`THEN I'LL BE ABLVTO











THEN I TIE THEM IN
LITTLE BUNDLES
BO„ THAT GOLD.ICUR -.\( NOW TELL
6AN6 STOLE 15 SACRED ME WHERE
TO THESE PEOPLE,.. THEY WENT.







Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
•
DEAR DR. LAMB - I
hope you can put my miad at
ease. I've. been having a
problem with my 77year-old
son. About six months ago he
developed swollen glands in
his neck. He had been com-
plaining of being tired so I
took him to a iatrician.
He ran somtests for
mononucleosis and found it
was negative and he took a
throat culture which tar_oe
back positive so he put him
This swelling never went
down and different people.
say that he's pale and tired
looking. I took him back to
the doctor and he said he had
had swelling too long and he
did a whole new series of
tests on him. These tests
were all negative. He then
told me to wait a reasonable
length of time and to come
back for anotherspeck.
Also he runs a ',tempera-
ture of 99 to 100 frequently.
Have you any suggestions at
all?
DEAR READER - I'm
not sure --what the_ throat
culture was for in the case of
your son but I would
presume it was Oar strep
throat. You've certainly
done all of the right things.
Some people don't always
recover as quickly from
streptococcal infections as
others and some' children
take a little longer to de-
velop resistance to some of












One of the complications
of a streptococcal infection
is rheumatic fever which
has a variety of manifesta-
tions and sometimes doesn't
cause any symptoms. It
would . take--a. while in the
absence of other symptoms
to determine if that were the
case.
, Your son may appear pale
but if the blood tests were all
normal, which would also
mean he's not anemic, I
--wouldn't be too concerned
about the color Obis skin. -
I'm not so sure what the
body temperature really
means. Many healthy
youngsters have body tem-
peratures as high as 100
degrees in the late after-
noon. For that reason I
would be hesitant to say
definitely that your son has a
fever without knowing more
about the time that the tem-
peratures were taken add
how accurate they really
were..
Many people don't appre-
ciate the wide variation 'of
body temperature within a
24-hour period. It can vary
as much as three degrees in
perfectly normal people.
The low point is usually in
the early hours of the morn-
ing and the high point is in
the late aernoon or eve-
ning. This 18 the dhirnal-
cycle of body temperature
which we all have to some
N‘1:?,
THINK IT'S THAT
ONE MORE PRINK tx,Ze
IF I TURN AWAY




, KILL A HUNDRED OA







YES, BUT- I WANTED 7C 4









• nMay 21-to June 201
Stress innovative
techniques at work. Pay at-
tention to physical well-being-
-=  Parthers may7require -your
help on a project.
CANC1ER • go&
(June 21 to July 22) lay'rt-tr
A Romance is exciting and has
its unexpected moments. Be ,
flexible in planning. Follow
intuition re creative activities.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 221411g
Avoid domestic disputes.
Home is likely to be upset in
some way and cool heads are
needed. The unexpected is
possible In 'connection with
partners.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
You'll have some new ideas





( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Trust intuition re financial
ventures. You may get the
urge to go on a sudden
shopping spree. Buy
something special for loved
ones.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 113/4V'
You're in the mood to go
your own way and won't brook
interference. Be certain





'..-tniflourprisinge°11ne way. Also, tile c';fun Mlle ajrm
be in the mood for an offbeat
Journey.
I2 2C IR Jan.N  friends   19)16 are
siCtDeciATIPeuRw.lating,
but don't get
involved in a far-out financial BIBLE CALL








feria No. 200. No peeling, no , RED POTATOES for sale, 12 1-careerwise may change your Ammo,.
6. HELP WANTED coring, and no precooking.
cal175344178. 
cents a pound. To place order ,.
status. Be alert for op-
CLEANUP MAN for trucks.
Pins, Tevannessee. ---C4r414#ARPO7Ti.;:kl..:,5514 S-outh'...::. -
,--- Eibes-ithel In 30 minutes,
portunity to express your
unique self. Consult with smelt -paint jobs. Apply in. 
Washing, ' buffing, waxing.
. - t Tr Cks TIlliler.k. _ 25. BUS. SERVICE  13th Street, Monday the 2nd. ie.
iPfrFliSenebCd. s-ES1.9 to Mar. 20) )(
Travel plans won't work out
as expected. You may either
cut short or extend your stay.
possible career opportunity .
degree.
To give you more informa-
tion on what:you might ex-
pect from the variability of
body temperature, I am
sending you The Health Let-
ter number 7-64 Body Tem-
perature And Fever. Other
readers who want this issue
can send 50 cents with a
long, stamped, self-ad-
dressed envelope for it. Send
your reqtiest to me, in care
of this newspaper, P.0.-Box--
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
In any case, it sounds like
your son is being adequately
supervised and if anything
of major medical impor-
tance is wrong, I'm sure it
will he discovered at a time
to give him optimal treat-
ment.
I-should like to add to all
parents that if their children
do develop unexplained no-
dules or lumps under the-
arm, neck or other place, it's
a good idea to have them
examined. Its pretty hard to
guess what a lump is just by
feeling it and not knowing
anything else about the
blood tests or medical fac-
tors related to the case.
JULY 5, 1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars 'say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)11°i:2-It-
Consult with others before






The Murray City Planner's Office will be conducting
a Mobile Home survey the week of July 2 thru the week
of July 9. Recipients of the survey are requested to
please complete the survey and return it to Murray
Electric or Murray Municipal Utilities with your utility
bill. You may also mail the survey to the utility corn-
y or bring it by the City Planner's Office in City
Hall.
If you have any questions concerning the survey, call
753-1225.
I. LEGAL NOTICE 
-A$ OF the Stith of AMC-1979,
I, the undersigned, will not
 be responsible for any debts 
other than my-own. Max
Herndon. 
2. NOTICE
FREE STORE. 759-4600. 
WILL DEPORT Surrey July
9th, going to TaTnpa7 Fla.
Will take riders to share
expenses. Call 753-4865.
DO YOU OWN ANY
IftEDAMONIIP
U •••• pU
as worn by tastuundb• women
eAriywhem: Splendid *Oro v.•1
mccieraw pr ores










Tuesday. Key Words in
Producing a Happy
Home, 759-4444 or




The Murray Ledger &
'TImes Office, 1 N. 4th
Street,_ is open for
business from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. Monday through
Friday d f 8 • •
Judgment. Friends may 
 .FOR- South -Sttr '
surprise._ - --AO 42 noon,on Saturdays. game. Excellent condition. 
Street • 2 room office space,
These hours include 753-1817. 
available the first of July.
TAURUS 16.MOMEFURNISHINQi, 7534000 or  753-5595. 
Apt. 20 to may 20Pikik; the business office, Fost _SALE. Wurlitzer - 31. WANT TO 
R-ENT 
classified advertising 9-NIV SI TY FACULIY •
Unexpected businessp ano; sofa; matching chair;
department, retaildevelopments possible.
Sudden events in partnership. advertising department
Be a good listener and be and circulation
ready to lend a helping hand. department.
At times other than
those listed above the







business office hours in
















NEED A licensed beauty





benefits. Write P.O. Box 32
W, Kerrey, KrY1207T. 
WOMAN TO stay with lady,
prefer full time, but will
consider days. References
required. 753-6568. 
1. SITUATIONS WANTED  ,
WANTED. FARM families
_ interested in a top notch _
major medical group
hospital coverage. Call Steve
Payne, office 753-7273, home
759-1134. 
IA BUS. OPPORTUNITY 




interested in a top notch
major medical group
hospital coverage. Call Steve
Payne, office 753-7273, home
759 1131
14. WANT TO BUY
GOOD USED mattress and
box springs to fit dOuble bed.
Evenings call 436-2138. 
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Long Chief self -,
propelled lawn mower, uSed
one season; over stuffed
chair, antique type; 3 piece
solid mahogany bedroom
suite with mattress and




WE BUY and sell used air
. • conditionerS. 753-1551 Or 753-
.
27. MOB. HOME SALES 
1975 DOLUBLE WIDE on 2
acre let, central air, well and
large garage, located In










new. To see call James
at 753-7724 or 436-2430
after 5 p.m.
1976, 14x70 FESTIVAL
MOBILE Home, central air,
stove, refrigerator, and some
-furnishings.  Free-water-aftd
sewer, fenced back yard. IA
miles from Murray off at
East. One mile from Ken.
tucky Lake. Buy or lease.
436-5601. ' 
1071 MORGAN 7-MOBILE
home, 12x60, all electric.
Priced to sell. Call 437-4816. 
MOBILE HOME, 1974, 14x70,
3 bedroom. Call 753-4762 after
5:30. 
' 1975, 12x60, TWO
BEDROOM, one bath, with
dryer hookups, all electric
with central air. 527-8712 .
days, evenings 527-9947. 
26. MOB. HOME RENTS
MOBILE HOME for rent, 2
bedroom, 2 bath, air con-
ditioned, gas heat, deposit
required. 435-4349 after 6 pm. 
SMALL TWO _ bedroom
trailer on large lot, 3 miles
out WI 121 North, in Stella. No
pets. Water furnished. $54 •
deposit, $85 per month. Call'
489-2578. 
29. HEATING 1. COOLING 
24,000 BTU FEDDERS air
conditioner, 5125 136 5601
CLOSE OUT Plitt:~
u7S5f3D. 9104A 01:7534C:1N
DITIONERS FON SALE AT_
110 VOL I AIR conditioner, 4










of 1969 Reunion plc-










- rotisierie; --carnPAXI -
stove, and stool; metal bin,
3'x31 2'; whirlpool foot bath;
bath tub whirlpool; back
kitchen table and chairs;





refrigerator, 20 cubic. toot,
$200. Call 754-1155 after 6 pm. 
F R OS T L E SS TOP freezer
Kenmore    refrigerator, 15.1
cubic foot, less than year,
old. Listed in Sears 1979
tatatog et-S469.-915,-my price-
'''"---S220. Phone 4364548. 
_ FOR _SAL.E: baby bed.
mattress, alt-around bumper
Pad Excellent condition. $50.
753-4519. ' 
LIKE NEW Frigidare
--,. portable dishwasher for sale
or trade tor freezer of same
'value. 435-4173.
19. FARM EQUIP. 
FULL 1 HP electric weed
and grass trimmer, cuts with
f ish 'tine, has automatic line
dispenser, $41.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TenneSsee.
GAS POWERED weed and
grass trimmer, uses fishing
tine, lIcc erigIne, automattc
line dispenser, $99.99. Wallin
HardWare. Paris, Tennessee. -
20. SPORTS EQUIP. . 
10 SPEED AZU IK I bike, $OO.





ember needs nice -2 •
bedroom duplex or house.
City school district. 759-4045
after 9 pm. 
-It. APTS. FOR RENT
DUPLES APARTMENT,-i'
bedrooms, kitchen ap-•
pl lances, air condlt.oned
Couple onty, no children or
pets. S200 fetus deposit. 759
4509. 
DUPLEX APARTMENT on
Monroe, Ncrchildren or pets.
Call 753-5400;--
.  FURNISHEDeee AePr ARheTe-
bitEdNroTorm, Zimmerman •
Apartments, South 16th. 153.
NICE, FURNISHED, one
, bedroom apartment. Inquire
100 South-13th Street.
ONE BEDROOM apart medt,
partial utilites paid. No pits.
753-9741. 
34. HOUSES FOR R T
THREE BEDR • • house. '
501 South 6th, $ Call 753i
3581 or 1 362 809: 













Ideal for storing house
full of furniture, cars,
antiques, business
overflows, etc. Phone
753-7618 after 5:00 p.m.
-
afar,
YOU BORN TODAY are
eipecially gifted in dealing
with people. Politics., public
relations, advertising, and
public service are fields in
which you'll excel. However,
do avoid using people for your
own ends. Others will help
you, but you also mutt-develop
par own talents.
--Ettsesr-4hc. Highway 641
South, Mur4r;44..Y. See Don
McCord
IND11/IDUAL TO work part
time, 4 pm to 9 pm. Must be
neat, clean, with outgoing
personality. Apply at








Murray, KY. An equal op-
portunity employer. 
WANTEDt i,RM families
interested in a top notch
major medical group
hospital coveragt-Call Steve




4 ft., 518.79; 5 ft., $19.99; 6 ft.,
$21,99; 8 ft., $39.99; extension'
ladders. 14 ft.. $28.88; 16 ft.,
$31.88; 20 ft., $445.99; 24 ft.,
$59.99; 28 ft., $70.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tennessee
BATHTUBS 5' STEEL.





and screens. Can 753-521iIr 
ELECTRIC INSECT fret's,
$39.9, 169.99, $99.99. $134.99,
and S149W. Hard-
ware, Paris. Tennessee.
-FOUR 3600 BUSHEL grain
bins_ to be moved. Days, 527-
$712, evenings; 527-9947. 
35 MM CAMERA. Cannon
AE1 . One telephoto lense.
Call after Sapm. 753-8136. 
SLAB WOOD and sawdust




SHERRI'S SOAP & Shape.
104 North ,.11
-Prufesstoriettx ti end
equipped for all breed dog
grooming. 9:00 am to 5:00
yr:, Tuesday through
a urday. For appointments
call 75)0056. 
26. TV-RADIO 
NEED A new color t.v, but
• short on cash? We haves 19"
color for only $15 a month et
15' 'for only $22 per month.
Under warranty. Ciastone.
B Music, 153-7575. 
SISSON'S TV., 1979 model
clearpnce Sale. All t.v.s must
go. 19" color- t.v.s from
$319.95. 25'. color console
t. v.s from $549.95. Hurry,
supplies limited! Sisson' 5
19 mlleawestaN-Akvay
on Hisdiwayat Call 112,2170.
-
AKC REGISTERED
Schnauzer puppies, 5 weeks
Old. Cal 502-88&445. 
AKC• REGISTERED Cocker
4. oda% Call 7534674•  k:
40. PRODUCE 
JUNE APPLES for an,
piesau-te, $4 a bushel, bring.
container. Located on
Landfill abed, Tucker. 0:
Orchards:Nip-2467. 
38. PETS-SUWI§S.__
AKC REGISTERED Brit.- k
Sony- spaelieis, excaileot
huntIng• stock, 9 weeks 0113,
753 3999 between 8 am and 8
pm. 
through Sunday the ith.
Couch, like new; ,kitchen r
table and ChalTS7 •
coffee service, clothes and
other items .
PARTY YARD sale, South p.'121, 3 miles, Friday and '-Saturday, July Ott! and 7th, 8
am til ? 
COMPLM AlICTI•11
team
Large ot small give us
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41.
ft. PUBLIC SALES
PUT IT IN THE
LARGE TWO party yard
sale. Infants, girls, ladies
clothing; furniture; tools,_
toys; jewelry; luggage;
several 5 10 25 cent items.
Beginning Thursday July 5th
dvough Saturday, July 7th
Starting at .10 am at 805
Sliarp Street, across from
c ity park.
GARAGE SALE
Mad teed, Sth heed. is
ADM put Neleary is, Friday
holy 4th, S:30-4 p.m.
clerking, hips, hilesoblild
items, lieekk fenders seas
attiques, teds.
43. REAL ESTATE 
175 ACRES LOCATED Only
one half mile from Kentucky
Lake Tendable land that has
been in beans, some young
r•mber, eight acre lake.
Located on good road only
one mile form blacktop about
five miles southeast of New
Concord Offered at less than
S400 per acre. Owner
financing available. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 1111
Sycamore St.. Murray, 753-
0101 or 753-7531. 
FOR THE discriminating!
L./Mistral floor plan and
"plus" quality features
makes this 3 bedroom home
a rare find! Large living
room, den with fireplace,
P Master bedroom with sitting
area and bath, 2500 sg.f t...1 1 2
acre m 1 lot, located just
south of town. Let us show
you this unusual home
today., call 153.1492.. offered





Need lots of room?
Here's a 5 bedroom 2
bath borne with living
room, fireplace and
den. Theiel aLsoa 30
t50 conr. Wort work
shop and it's all
situated on ap-
proxinuttely I acres.-It









ACRES for sale. Located in
North Calloway County.
Over 1000 feet of' road
frontage with 20 30 acres
teridable Will make a good
cattle farm or tax shelter
while you improve your
investment Priced at




Motel, wi twelve rerital
for








Ph 901 i479-2986 479-3713
South Fulton Tenn
,LAKE PROPER.
TV Waterfront home on 2
large lots, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, covered boat house on
deep water. Cypress Creek
area. $110,000 Modern 3
bedroom home in Cederling
Hills, thermopane windows,
well insulated, heat pump, 2
car garage. 162.000 8 room
home in Panarama Shores,
can be divided into 2
housekeeping units.
$47,500 6 room home in
Center Ridge area, 2
bedrooms, fireplace, den,
large redwood deck
$22,500 9 room home on
waterfront lot with boat
dock New refrigerator, new
water system. Very well
maintained_ Located in
Blood River Estates.





level home with lots of
-471eatures and lots of
room. Nine closets,
( large rooms, including
25 x 12 family room
with fireplace, central
gas heat, solid con-
struction and lovely
landscaping. Priced
realistically - low 50's.
OPIONEER
TP-NOS In-dash 8-track with AM/FM stereo.
Supertuner . 11111111-111 ,10-station
pre-set pushbutton tuning. Separate bass and
treble, muting. Radio dial in 8-track door. One
year warranty.
TP-NOS All llosoral Motors Cars
TP-9005 All Ford Cars
TP-N04 All Chryslar Cars











We have people in-
terested in locating in
the Murray-Calloway
County area. List your







-)NLY $1000 BUYS an ex
_eptional lakeview corner lot
in Lakeway Shores. Corn
munity water available
ready for you to build yo
summer- cottage. Call e
real estate professiona at
Guy Spann Realty, 753 24. ,
R Z" A L'n ) '5
4..
sous 121h at Sycamore_
T LEPHONE 7531051
a outside the city
















- 48. AUTO. SERVICE-
CAR BATTERIES. 24 month
guarantee, 522.88, 36 month




TRUCK LOAD truck tire
sale, highgl
6-ply, $28. 8 and $2.95 FET




-"TRUCK LOAD tire sale, 4 ply
polyester premium grade
white wall 7 rib with 12.32
tread depth. A78x13, $18.39
and $1.72 FET; E78x14",
$22 Al and $2 20 F ET;
ET; G;11x14" or 15' . ', $25.39
and $2.54 FET; H78x15",
$27.52_And $2.76 FET; L78 x




$2. BOATS 8. MOTORS
la' CHRISCRAFT SKI boat.
283 ci, corvette engine,
center ski tow, trailer, $1200.
753-9537. 
1976 10' GLASSTRON,
WHITE and red, tri-hull, 150
o-b Merc, povzr tilt trim,
-excellent condition. 1-527-
7851. 
JET -BOAT, 1976 Mantra, 18.6
ft.-, tow profile, 455 Olds.
$4800. 345-2747: 
1974 MARK TWAIN, 20' tri
hull, 188 hp, low hours. 527-
8712 days, 527-9947 evenings. 
SWAP 50 HP-JohnSon super
seahorse for 20 hp motor. 759
R78X14" $23.40 - and $3,32 4509.
SILVERLINE 16 FOOT tri
hull, 75. hp Johnson Stinger
motor plus trailer, all 76
model. $3000 firm. Call 489-
2248 after 5 pm. 
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
ADDITIONS, REPAIR work,
circulating fireplaces,
roofing, insurance work. Call
Murray Remodeling. 753-
5167.
1972 Chevy Impala in
good condition. Call
'We're divided on the outlook so far  753-9964 after 5 p.m.  
Three of our economic advisers ventured 970 CHEVELLE MALIBU,




New listing that is sure




side and out. Priced in
the mid 30's.
WATERFRONT , . e
have several waterfront lots




comfort and convenience, in
nice neighborhood. 3-4
bedrooms, 2 baths, dining
room, custom oak cabinet
kitchen, large master
bedroom suite, carpeted,'
central gas heat, energy
saying fireplace stove insert,
insulated, attic fan, 3 air
conditioners, all new elec-
trieal; new roof, plus ar-
tistically decorated and lots
of storage. Move-in! Upper




and excellent enviroment for
the kids! Just 10 minutes
from town, this brick home
has - large kitchen den
-combination, fireplace, .
bathS, 3 generous sized
bedrooms...mid S30's...Caii
for an appointment today'
You'll-like what you see! Dial







home located in Sher-
wood Forest. This
quality home features_




a tree shaded patio.
Central -gas heat, cen-
tral air, extra large lot
158x 160. Priced in the
60's
PRIEFU.tRED MOINES
Boyd-Majors Real Estate, Inc., has been selected as the exclusive represen-
tative in the Murray area for Homeowners Relocation Service of America, Inc.,
which is a national relocation and marketing service with headquarters in
Charlotte, North Carolina. Mn, John Boyd, partner, said, "Our membership
with Homeowners Relocation Service allows us to better service clients in our
city and receive information on clients moving to our area from other parts of
the United States. We can now mail these families a copy of our Bieferred
Holies brochure which is a monthly publication of the homes we haytavailable
in the Murray area; And also tell them about schools, taxes, voting information
and many helpful Mins to newcomers. With this national exposure through our
Preferred Homes brochure, we shall be able to give the homes we have listed
the advantage of being sold to a transferee through our associate Mehibers with
HRS in another City. We shall display our Preferred Homes brochures in hotels,
motels, restaurants, personnel offices and many other locations." Homeowners
Relocation Service of America, Inc., Executive Vice President, Mr. L. T. Ran-
dolph, stated, "We are very pleased to have Boyd-Majors represent us in the
Murray area, and its competent staff came highly recommended as leaders in
the real estate field. Since the residential real estate business has become a
hational one, through Homeowners Relocation Service, we shall broaden the
scope of Boyd-Malor's service to clients locally and nationally."
BOYD-MAJORSIEAL ESTATE
SERVING THE ENTIRE PURCHASE AREA











wooded and. slope _gently fo
water. They are located in
the-Pine- Bluff-area and-are-
ready for that waterfront
home you have always






Think you can't afford
to buy? Upstairs
apartment- can be
rented to help make
payments, downstairs











WAN NA OWN your own- -
spread, Pardner?! Acreages.
ranging from 45 to. 90
acres., Starting at $650 per
'acre...Stop and take a tour of
r- power, tape, AM-FM radio,this acreage with Glenda, 
Brenda, Judy, Amos, and NICE TWO bedroom frame low mileage, reasonably
Sandra.. Call 7 53 . -house, priced in teens. Call priced, Tradesman 200. Call
1492.. Offered by Loretta /53-0659. •  436-2207 after 5 pm, may be
dobs Realtors. NEW TaiRE.E.bedrOom brick seen at Darnell Marine on
t kitchen, great room with 1975 FULLY CUSTOMIZED
 veneer home with 2 baths, Highway 94 East. 
fireplace and hernotater, Dodge van. -Nets velvet
•  central heat and air with curtains, icebox, porta-bed,
•  heat pump, single car couch, wheels, 8-track, all
garage. Must sell. Priced in -the extras. Plus has a slant
low $40's. Calh753-3253.  six engine which is real
economical. $3700 or--wttt-47.MOTQRCY-CLES
trade. Phone 354-6217. TRAlitER, COMBINATION
41'3613-45600 niy.cle and utility, $200. TWO SCHOOL buses, good
condition, one Chevrolet, one
Ford. Call 436-2427. 1973 'YAMAHA 36e. MX trail
.527. 51. CAMPERS 7b8i5k1e, good condition. 1
• FOLDOUT TYPE camper
trailer, sleeps 6, good con-48. AUTO. SERVICE 









motor with 4-speed, radial
tires with ET wheels $850
Call 7594013 after 5 pm. .-
1963 CHEVROLET 2-DOOR
ith 1969 327 and tram
imission, in air condition
$375.753-1887.
1974 Buick Regal, ex-
cellent condition, air,
AM-FM radio, must sell.






gutters, and roofing. Call 1-
395-4967 or 1-362-4895.
BACK HOE WORK, septic
tanks, gravel and dirt
hauling. 753-5808 or 753-5706. 
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks, patios,




reasonable prices. Cali for








references, V ibra-Vac steam
or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
Carpet Cleaning,- 753-5827 or
753.5816 
COMPARE AND save on
chain link fencing. Circle A -
Fencing. 753-8407.
DO - YOU need stumps
 removed f,om your yard or
1979 HONDA ACCORD LX, land cleard o1ita-inp5F9174
3,000--mites, 46800-- Catt-753, - can -remove Mumps op to 24'
_'2269.or.2.53.2266. - - _ - ----- - --belay,- the- ground, --WM-zing- -----  - -'
1974 MONTE CARLO, only sawdust and chips. Call
midnight blue with white for free estimate, Steve Shaw , •• •4• °II'
vinyl top, 47,000 miles, 753-9490 or Bob Kemp 435- 
loaded,,- in /excellent con 4343 
DOG GROOMING. Alldition.12000`. 767-2557. 
1971 MUSTANG GRANDE, breeds. By appointment.
power- steertrig, air Om-, Pick up- and delivery. Connie
'ditioned, power brakes, Lampe, 436-2510. 
.50,000 miles. Czi11489-2187.  FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
,roe estimates for your
'heeds. ---
53. SERVICES 01.0 ED 
HOME REPAIRS; exterior
and interior painting, car-
pentry work, small
maSorlary jobs, decks and




753-1486 and ask for Shelley. 
INSULATION BLOWN In by,
Sears, 'Save 'on these ,high
heating and cooling Bills.
Call Sears, 753-2310, for free
estimates. 
JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,
patching, also seal coating.
Phone 753-1537. 
KEN'S LAW MOWER
repair. Parts. New and used
lawn mowers. 718 S 4th. Fast
service. 753-7400. 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do







PING, driveways and small
icitti a speciality, also pat
chino and seal coating. 753-
1537. 
ODD JOBS done. Call 753-
6969 or 753-4124 and ask for
Mark. 
ROOFING, REMODELING,
painting interior and ex-
terior.--Anything to do with
carpentary we can do it.
Reasonable rates. 20 years
experience. Senior Citizens
discount. Phone 753-2418, 8
am til 9 pm. 
WILL HAUL driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
Pea gravel. Also do backhoe
work. Call Roger Hudson,
753-6763 or 753-4545. -
51.SBRVICES BFFIERED 
BUSHHOGI NG AND yard
work. Call 753 6123 
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements -ctry,
work completely guareriteed
Call or write Morgan Con
struction Co., Route 2, Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
call day or night,.LA43-7026. 
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling around the
home, such as; painting,
carpeting, .rtd-cOncrete. 753-
nil or 753-9600. 
WILL WASH, vacuum, and
wax your car for $15. Free











interested in a top notch
major medical 'group
hospital coverage. Call Steve _
Payne, office 7534273, home '-
759-1134. 
WANTED: HOUSE near
campus for college girls, 3 to
4 bedrooms. Excellent
references. 753-0634 or 753-
3713. ' 
WANTED: 50 Females and
50 Males, between 18 to 40, to
be in the World Record
Marathon, starting August
25, 1979. This Marathon Will
last for 3 weeks. Will pay $100
per day per person. This
Marathon will be held at
Ray's RecordShop-in-Herrin,
IL. Call Saturday's only from
12 noon to 8-pm. A-618-44V-
2531.
FOR SALE by owner: 3
bedrodm, 2 bath brick house
with 5 acres on 641 North, 8
miles out of Murtea. Large
den and living room, garage,
utility. Mid 550's. Call 753--
2441 or 753-6468 after 5 pm, or
753.8305.
HOUSE. WITH 10 acres of
ground, 3 bedrooms, bath,
living room, dining room,
kitchen, central heat and air.
527-1764, Loin Bizzell. 
HOUSE. 509 VINE. Call 753-
3581 or 1-362-8063. 
LOVELY THREE' bedroom
brick home. Healed garage,
family room, large living
oom, Storage building and
re--Idea! . location for_










Call today- after 4
FOR -SALE: 1973 Firebird
Formula, low Mileage, good
canditidn. 1565 Oxford Drive,
Canterbury, Phone 753-1864. 
FOR SIALE: 1971 Firebird
Formula3 new tires, new
paint, gbod condition. Call
489-2364 after 4 pm. 
FOR SALE:. 1974 Buick

















With The rriendly Touch"
Cozy, convenient 2
B11., 2 bath home on











Near Kenlake - 7
Wooded acres, 2 trailer
hook-ups, 2 wells, over
200' Hwy. frontage just
off 94 E. Only $7,900.,,_
44. LOTS FOR SALE 
LAKE LOTS for sale by
owner lake front and lake
view, Several to choose from
on Kentucky Lake and lake
Barkley. Terms available.
Call James or Bob Futrell at
Murray, KY, 753 7668 or 751
7394
45. FARMS FOR SAL1 
75. ACRES ROW crop farm
land plus 3 bedroom farm
house, stock barn, 2 tobacco
barns, new tool shed and
stripping room, new septic
system, All fenced, plus a
small wood lot. Highway
frontage on two blacktop
roads located between
Midway and Hazel. Call the
real estate professionals at




home in Kirksey, 34




garage and many ex-
tras.
41111-23117
Goodyear tractors AT's and
2, 15- inch white walls, on
chrome spoke wheels. Phone
7531932 after 6 pm. 
TRUCK LOAD'Ilri sale. The
wide ones with raised white
lettera, G 70x14" or 15"
523;79- --a70T-57.90 FET;
60x14", $36.65 and 53.17 FET;
L 60x14", $41.14 and $3.79
FET. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tennes,ee.
1974 TRANS AM, white, ac,
in very good condition.
759-1716. 
1-4711 -TOYOTA CELICA GT,
5-speed, 23,000 mtleS. Call
days, Ross Wilder, 753-3231. 
50. USED TRUCKS , 
1971 CHEVY, TRUCK, low
mileage, with or without
camper. Can. be seen at 1615
College Farm Road, 498-8376. 
1977 EODGE VAN for sale by
owner. Factory customized




Highway 80 East, Mayfield,
Kentucky, 20-8187. ' 
1976 STARCRAFT POPUP.
Portable toilet, canopy,
sleeps 8,51700. Call 437-4329.
27' VEGA TRAVEL trailer,:
like new, has everything on
It, delexe model. $4500. Call
7539920."
-
Home window cleaning, no job too large
or small, reasonable rates, insured and







h,h.ifid a oh Owned 711-MU








Floored ond ready. Up to 12x 24. Also born style, of-
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U
BUILD, pre cut completely ready to assemble up to 14
60, guy the bew for less. 
Claseil Freon Fri.
s tu so. 2 p.m.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
OOR YOUR chain ,link
















My goal is to be there
















One owner, power steering, power
brakes, air conditioning, AM/FM radio.
Must sell to the best offer.
Call 7511-1147 After 5 p.m.
FOR SALE
BY OWNER
3 bedroom home on lot 90 x 150 located a
'anorama Shores. Has living room, kit
chen, utility and bath. Bedrooms newl









TRAILER WITH LI VING QUARTERS
LOCATION: Hwy. 68, one block from Sportsma• n's Marina on
Jonathan Creek at Kentucky Lake.
Commercial Building and trailer with
Excellent Budding far (41 Shop or .
Wash 
other Commercial Amines'. • 
house and shower.
g bitainilitb1 a rapidl,y developing
,eaTmhis:E_ y b.t ilxceUent for a
going
TERMS: 10% down day of sale, -
balance with deed within 15 -
days.





113 -A,nes R. Cash, 'The .4actioneer '
' _ Ph...1024,2341166 or 62.1-64.10
f'4N( 1 f• -IR If. Ft EN 71 I:Ft 1,
----.-
Timill Wm Doing Cowen With Ow of Med 101MMITI Font Illeal Est***
•







Mrs Connie W noon of 816
Hurt Drive. Murray, died
Monday at 3 a.m. at the, home
of a daughter, Mrs. J. P.
Smotherman. Hazel Park,
Mich.
The Murray woman, 80. was
the wife of Bert Wilson who
died June 21, 1977. She was a
member of the Grace Baptist
Church. Born April 2518n
Calloway. County, she was the
daughter of the late Albert and
Cordie Paschall.
Mrs. Wilson is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. J. P.
•Lottiel Sinotherroan, Hazel
Park. Mich., and Mrs. Clayton
iSylvia I Hall. Pensacola,
Fla.: two sons, Hugo
Louisville. and Beck Wilson,
Cadiz: 18 grandchildren: 24
great grandchildren: one
great great grandchild.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 11 a.m.- at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Heine with the Rev.
Dr. Jerrell White officiating.
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers and burial will
follow in the Oak Grove
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the




Final rites for Mrs. Mar-
Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Davis
... The- funeral -fur 'rade!!
David Williams of Hazel
Route 1 is being held today at 1
p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. Garland
Sills officiating and Mrs. Otto
Erwin as organist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Larry. Jeff, and Billy Joe
Cooper, Gene George, Dean
Williams, and Harold
Osborne. Burial will follow in
the Mt. Kenton Cemetery,
Paducah.
Mr. Williams, 66, died
Sunday at 4:45 a.m. at the
Westview Nursing Home.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Cornelia George
Williams, Hazel Route 1. and
one brother, Paul Dean
Williams, Winston-Salem. N
Kenneth Morefield
Dies At Age Of 19
In Auto Accident
Funeral sera ices for Ken-
neth D. Moeefield, 19, gran-
dson of Elvis Overby of
Dexter, were held Sunday at 2
p.m. at the chapel of the Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield. with
the Rev. Don Cooper -of-
ficiating. Burial was in the
Oak Grove Baptist Church
Cemetery.
Mr. .M_orefiekl died Wed-
nesday night after an
automobile accident near
Dover, Tenn. He was an
employee of Klapp Roofing
Company, Mayfield.
Survivors include his
jorie Davis. widow of parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Raymond F. Davis, were held Morefield, Graves County;
Monday at 10 a.m. at the grandfather, Elvis Overby,
chapel of the J. H. Churchill—Dekter; two sisters, Mrs.
Funerallieroe .with the Rev.
Dr. David C. Roos officiating.
• Pallbearers were Frank,
Charles, Bob, Paul, and Tom
Montgomery, and John
Livesay. Burial was in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Davis, 58, died
Thursday night at the
Woodside Manor, Cincinnati,
Ohio. She is survived by her
mother, Mrs. Lenore Jones,
and one sister, Mrs. Sarah
Knopf, Cincinnati, Ohio; two
brothers, the Rev. Frank F.
Jones, McArthur, Ohio, and





The Hickory Grove Church
of Christ will hold a gospel
meeting starting Sunday, July
8, and continuing through
Friday, July 13, with Richard
Dacus of Casper. Wyoming, as
the speaker.
Services will be heldSunday
at 10:50 and 5:50 p.m. and








gederal-State Market News Service July
3,1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 271 Est 500 Barrows &
Gilts mostly steady Sows $1 604260
lower
US 1-2 200-230 Its $40 75-41 25
1,352200-2401bl. $40 50-4075
US 2-3 240-250 lbs 635 50-40 50
US 2-4 aso-2.so las
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 Its $29 60-3060
US 1-3 300450 lbe 128 06,30 00
US 1-3460-500 lbs $30 00-31 00
US 1-3560-630 bs  131 00-3200
US 2-3 360-500 lbe 627 00-2600
Boars2SOO-29.00 
Robbie Hampton. Kahokia,..
Tll.and Mrs. Teresa Jo Allen,
Mayfield; two brothers,






will be held at the Jeffrey
Cemetery, located east of
Dexter on Highway 1346, on
Sunday; July 8.
Speaker for the services at
11 a.m. will the Rev. 'Paul
Bogard. A basket lunch will be
served at 12 noon.
All persons interested in the
upkeep of the cemetery are
urged to attend. Persons
unable to attend may send
their money for the upkeep to
Troy Cleve Parrish, Route 1,
Dexter, Ky. 42036.
Livestock
aoutsvna.e, Ky. (AP) — USDA -
Estimated receipts for cattle and calves
1130: feeders 50 percent: represented
slaughter classes steady, feeders steady
Slaughter steers utility ..No. 3 1900 lb
51(35, slaughter heifers, few choice 3, 915
lb 64.70. good and choice 2-3 740455 lb
12.40-63 10; slaughter cows commercial 3-5
5029-5610; utility 1-3 53.00.6900. high
boning and high dressing percent utility
59.25-80.75; cutter 1-2 5200-5650. canner
and cutter under MX lb 46 75-52 03;
slaughter bulks yield grade 1 1290-1980 lb
indicating 80-63 carcass boning percent
72 75-77 50, yield grade 1-2 1100-1400 lb
indicating 7149 percent 65 00-7210 . yield
grade 2 indicating 77-76 percent 58 00-
75.00: slaughter calves and vealers choice
190-325 lb vealers 90 00-100 50, choice X6-
430 lb calves 7811048.00, feeder steers
choice 300-400 lb SO CO-109 00; 400465 lb
89009700. 680-920 lb 67.25-78.00 including
21 head 737 lb at 7600, mixed good ind
choice 345-500 lb 80 00-89 00. 500-700 lb
71 0045.00. good 400-880 kb 63 00-75 00.
heifers choice 300400 lb 77 0046 00, 500430
lb 72 00-77 SO: 675-880 lb 63 50-MOO, mixed
Rood and'choice 356400 lb 70 00-78 00
Hogs 800. harrows and gifts near steady;
US 1-2 213-240 lb 4250-42.55, 2 320.245 lb
4200-4250, 2-3 265-2115 lb 3150-4050. a few
No 3 300 lb 3830 sows steady. instances
50 lower . US 1-2350475 lb 33.50-34 50, 3






MISS KENTUCKY WORLD-AMERICA — Robyn Overbey of Calvert City, center, was
recently selected as the 1979 Miss Kentucky World-America at the pageant held at
Murray State University. More than 400 people viewed the 29 contestants who were
judged on facial beauty, poise-personality, swimsuit and formal competition. There
was no talent competition. Miss Overbey, who will appear on national television in the
Miss World-America Pageant to be held in September, is attending the University of
Kentucky majoring in fashion merchandising. The daughter ot air. and Mrs. Robert Key
Overbey of Calvert City, Miss Kentucky is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Waldrop and George Ed Overbey Sr. of Murray. The winner and her attendants are,
left to right, Lisa McReynolds, Murray, fourth runnerup; Kelly Brown, Calvert City, first
runnerup; Miss Overbey; Kim Birdsong, Cadiz, second runnerup; and Dee Anne Ennis,
Hodgenville, third runnerup.
'To Kill A Mockingbird'
Moving Glimpse Of South
By Frank Blodgett •
The Murray-Calloway..
County Community Theatre is
currently presenting, the
second of three productions in -
their '•Playhouse in the Park"
summer series. Harper Lee's
"Too Kill a Mockingbird" was
appropriately staged outside
in the woods behind the old
courthouse in the Murray-
Calloway County Park.
The atmosphere in the park
was just right for this play.
The setting, .arporig the trees
was attractive, the —bid.
courthouse made an ideal
front porch for much of the
action and the woods provided
a natural setting for several
scenes. The fight scene in the
woods was particularly
fective. Even the birds singing
in the trees suited the play.
Directed by Richard
Valentine,. "To Kill a
Mockingbird" was an en-
tertaining . and moving
glimpse into the worlc‘of the
deep South of 1935... It is the
Pulitzer Prize winning story of
a young girl and boy growing
up with their father in a small
Alabama town. The father,
Atticus Finch, defends a
young black man charged
with rape. This was an un-
popular thing for a white
lawyer to do in the South of
that day. But, more than this,
the story is one of a child
searching for , values and for
the meaning 'of the things she
sees around her. It is-also a
story of .prejudices' and
courage. Anyone whq has
grown up in the South will find
the story ha's a special
meaning for them.
The play has both funny and
serious moments. These
variations were brought out
by a large cast of local people,
each of whom was well cast.
The show belonged mainly
to Scout, an 11-year-old played
extremely well by Kelley
Howell. She was the glue that
held the story together and the
one who asked the probing
questions of her father which
brought out much of the
message of the play. Miss
Howell seemed at home on the
stage. She gave us a con-
vincing portrait of a young girl
in a small southean town.
The other major children's
. roles were also well, done. In
Kenny Hainsworth's Dill we
could see both the dreamer
and-the person of deep feelings
Dill would later become. Mike
Butwell effectively 'became
Scat's _brother Jem • and .
added to the believability of
the young tato aroundwhom so
much of the play revolves.
Dick Butwell'a portrayal of
A tticus was a good one.
Although at first he seemed a
bit stiff and too carefully
paced, in the trial scene he
...brought the character of
_ Atticus to life.
-The two Black roles and the
- part of Mayella were played
with enthusiasm and ac-
curacy. Joyce McCauley, as
Calpurnia, offered a realistic
portrayal of a maid of that
era. Ms. McCauley exhibited a
full range of emotions in an
authentic dialect. The same
was true of Anthony Dotson as
Tom Robinson, a young man
accused or rape. He has a fine
voice And made us-feel Torn's'
plight during his testimony in
court. In Terri Erwin's por-
trayal of the "wronged"
Mayella Ewell we saw the true
meaning of "poor white
She was spiteful and
nasty and yet 'made us feel
sorry for her in the end.
Rick Thomas was Maxella's
father, Bob Ewell,. and
Machree Ward as the nosey,
crabby Mrs. Dubose also gave
convincing performances
Bob Ewell was a villain to
despise and Mrs. -Dubose was
a prying old bother while
managing to .be almost
likeable.
Bill Phillips gave his usual
solid performance as Sheriff
Tate. With Bryan Thacker. as
Judge Taylor and James
Reese as lawyer Horace
Gilmer he provided a good
background for the climactic .
trial scene. • • '
Those who are familiar with




Seigel; in:timing over much
of the exposition to a parratcir
IScout grown up), has failed to
make a sound transition from
novel to play. The narrator
increased the distance bet-
ween the audience and Lee's
beautifully drawn characters_
The narrator was played by
1.inda Shepard. Since her lines
vierepat dialog, she had a -hard
job making. them saund reaL
Sometimes she did not suc-
ceed. She also seemed to have
trouble finding something to
do with her hands. The result
aas a serious of often un-
natural gestures. M5.
Shepard's problems had a
great deal to do with the way
the part was written.
Others in the cast who
played their roles well were
Vandalene Weatherford as the
neighbor, Maud, Gary Martin
as Boo Radley. Charley Vella.
as Walter Cunningham and
Russ I'vlcCutcheon as Wally
Playouse in the Park will
continue with performances of
"To Kill a Mockingbird" at
8:00 p.m. this Thursday,
Friday and Saturday. The
final production of the sum-
mer season will be "Peter




FORT RILEY, Kan. —
Cadet Dowell K. Ryan, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Lottia,C: Ryan,
1306 Wells lilect; Murray, is
receiving practical work in
military leadership at the
Army ROTC advanced camp
at Fort Riley, Kan.
The five-week ROTC ad-
vanced camp provides an
opportunity for cadets to
develop and demonstrate
leadership capabilities in a
field training environment.




summer between their junior
and senior years in college.
However, there will be a
number of graduating seniors
who will receive Army
commissions at the com-
pletion of camp.
Ryan is a student at Murray
State University. The cadet
and his wife, Gingy live at 817
Hurt Drive, Murray.
...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...
INTERNATIONAL
MANAGUA, Nicaragua
(AP) — The Sandinista
guerrillas overran another
national guard garrison, in
-Mategaipa, and the 'govern-
ment's offensive to retake
Masay•a appeared to be only a
probing operation so far.
The rebels cleared out the
garrison in Matagalpa, 55
miles northeast of Managua,
on Monday after controlling
the city for nearly a month.
TOKYO — North
Korea today rebuffed an ir)-
vitation by President Carter
and South Korean President
Park Chung-hee . for
reunification talks.
A statement in an English-
language broadcast by the
official Korean Central News
Agency, appeared to reject
Carter's "major diplomatic
initiative" to settle dif-




President Carter, faced with
federal rules that contribute to
long gasoline lines in urban
areas, is granting governors
-new authority to shift up to 5
percent of Their' state's
gasoline supplies from the
country to the city.
That would be in addition to
the 5 percent "set aside" they
already control. Carter made
the new offer Monday after
being told federal allocation
rules "put the gasoline where
the cars are not."
WASHINGTON API — The
Supreme Court's new rulings
on racial desegregation of the
nation's public schools likely
will intensify efforts by those
who favor a constitutional
amendment-to outlaw court-
ordered busing.
"The .court's latest stance
_.en _Una issue tells opponents of
court-ordered busing that we.
have to work all the harder
between now and July 24 for
this amendment," Rep.
Ronald Mottl, 1)-Ohio, said
Monday
NATIONAL
CLAY, Ky. ( API — Water
and gasoline don't mix. And
neither do shortages of the two
precious liquids. Just ask the
residents of Clay, Ky.
Jim Coffey, one of Clay's
1,500 residents, said the two
shortages have had a way of
accentuating each other.
"First there isn't enough
water to take a bath, then
there isn't enough gas to get
away from each other," he
grumbled.
LAKE EISINORE, Calif.
— It -began with gulilite
in theapight and the piercing
shout: "Dara'a shoot him in the
head!" Peggy Hunter grabbed
her 12-year-old daughter, and
they fled for their lives.
For two weeks, authorities
said, they ran through the
forest, living off berries and
roots.
The terror was real,
Riverside County sheriff's
deputies said, but the murders
never happened. The _feared
pursuers with dogs were
search crews. The shots and
blood-curdling cry? Merely
,the killing of a raccoon so it
could be tested for rabies,
deputies said.
Some Books On Social
Security Are Useful;
Others Are Inaccurate
"Some books sold as Social
Security information are




Bettye Wexler, Social Security




discourage the sale of com-
mercial publications, ac-
cording to Ms. Wexler. At the
same time, we don't endorse
any non-government
publication. People can get
free, accurate, up-to-date
publications and other in-
formation about Social
Security at any Social
Security office.
Social Security information
is organized and illustrated in
a different Way in some
commercial Woks-. some of
them are well done, but the
information in them isn't
"secret" or "inside." If ad-
vertising suggests it is, the
advertising is false.
Some advertising hints that
a publisher has an official
connection with the Social
Security Administration and
has ac to people's Social
Securit ords. This is never
true. No advertiser has access
to other people's Social
Security records. These
records are confidential under
the law.
Dramatic claims for books
can be misleading. For
example: an advertisement
says readers will learn "how
to collect MO a month from
Social Security at age 30 while
you are working full time."
The book tells you what any
Social Security office will tell
you without charge: if a young
father and mother are both
working under Social Security
and one dies, their children
may get monthly Social
Security payments.
People can call, write, or
visit any Social Security office
for information about the
retirement, disability, sur-
vivors, Medicare, and Sup-
plemental Security Income
'programs. The telephone
number for the Paducah office
is 443-7506, and the number for
the Mayfield office is 247-8095.
MSU English Professors Lead
Session At Wyoming Seminar
Professors Charles R. Duke
_and .Anita Lawson .of the
English Department at
Murray State University have
been invited to lead a session
on "A Weekend Seminar in
Freshman Composition" at
the eighth annual conference
on Freshman and Sophomore
English at the University- of
Wyoming—ii. Laramie, -Wyo.
The niajor theme of the 1979
summer 'conference is ,'The
Pursuit a .Excellence in
Teaching-and ',earning."
aThe.conference is being held
from July 8 through July 13,
and will be directed by Prof.
Art Simpson of the University
of Wyoming. Other features
include -presentations by
Frederick Crews of the
-University of California at
Berkeley. E. D. Hirsch, Jr. of
the University of Virginia, and
Peter Lindblom of Miami-
Dade Community College in
Florida.
- As part of a grotip of





will be sponsoring a three-on-
three' baIlietball tournament -
to be heldaWednesday, July 18,
and Thursday, July 19, in the
boys gymnasium of -the Carr
HeaLh Building.
. Dear!' i pa for aigralnic uat -for ,
the tbarnament is 4 p.m_
Tuesday', fuly 17. At that time,
drawings for the games will be
made in the Murray State
intramural office, Room 110A
of the Carr Health Building.
Males. age 17 and older, are
—eligible to participate. A
maximum of four players la-
--allowed on a team. t") nly one
team member tan have
played intercollegiate varsity
basketball. Also, according to
Kentucky -High School Athletic
..aaAsaaciatiOn rides, varsity4gb
school basketball playeeWre
Entry fee is 86 per team. For
further information, contact
Jim Bauer, intramural
director, at 762-6791 or David
Travis at 753-4140 or 753-3257. ,
Lawson and Duke will discuss
the planning for, and the
evaluation of, an English
department seminar con-
ducted last year at Kenlake
State Park and the Murray
campus for all members of the
English department, in-
cluding graduate assistants.
The MSU professors will at-
tempt to discuss the _value of
the seminar and its impact on
the teaching of freshman
composition at Murray State
University.
The conference is held each
summer in Laramie, but it has
attracted .teachers from all
regions of the United States,
Dr. Lawson has a doctorate
from Tulane University, and
haa -been at Murray State
University since 1970. She is
presently the Director of the
Frestunan and Soptioni
curriculum_ in the Eng1
Department. She is present!
also working on a critical-\
biography of Irvin S. &lib, the.
former Paducah writer, and
has presented several papers
on Cobti's relationship to stich
writers as Sinclaii Lewis and
Henry Mencken.
Dr. Duke joined the MSC
English department - in .1978.
-He is the former president of
the New England Council of
Teachers of English, and is
the author of "Teaching
Fundamental English Today"
and other works on freshman
composition. He has written
over fifty articles on the
teaching of composition and
literature. He receive4. his
doctoral degree from Duke
University.
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FREE
Corn-Austin's Famous July Clearance Sale Starts Thursday July 5th 9 A.M.
r-
Men's Suits 11 /2 Price On Men's
Knit Shirts, Tennis & Swimwear,
Straw Hats, Ties, One Group Trousers
And A Large Se:ection Of Florsheim Shoes_____________
Sorry No Aherations No Exchanges No Refunds All Sales Final
To Prepare For This Sale We Will Be Closed All Day Tues., & Wed. July 3rd and 4thCorn-Austin
Starting As Low As
$500
*15% Discount on





1/2 Price On Boys
Knit Shirts, Tennis
& Swimwear
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